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In reコenty切rs， condensErl ma坑ers加 pol;y市leriCmateri剖shave been of 
great加ter侶 tinr任P配tof ordering， me回s回b江ity，phase位、出国tionand 80 on. An 
exact understanding of molぽ ularaggregation in∞ndensed s回tacan be使sen-
丘alfor clarifiation of proper丘侶 whichare主ldispensableto many prac百四l
appliations， butお notsufficient at praent: for exampl~ 廿le nonlinear viaoe一
泊sticityof α-ystallinepo~市1住吉1) and仕lephysical ，aging of glaay polyrrぼ'8.2.3 )
Pol;y弔leriCmateri心sare characterized by the high mo1eコ:ularweightふthe
bra.d mol配u坦rweight clis凶 bution，and仕leaniso廿opicmolocular shape. Th侶 e
characteristi仁sm勾rinduce a 10ng relaxation tim~ a bra.d 陀 laxationtime dis凶-
bution and an aniso位、opyof molぽularint也、ac厄on.As a r侶u1t，d:iff在、entmo1配:u1ar
aggr、egation民at侶 m勾rappear、な1condensedはataof polymeric materi記.8.Thus，廿l
ord町、toc1ar吐fy山1S01ved problems白 physicalproper丘笛 ofpo~市leriC mater泊1s， it 
shou1d be n配任:saryto elucidate mol配u1araggrega丘ons凶t侶 onせlebasis of 
mo1eコu均r註ltぽaction.
ηle term "u1柱、部onicwave"おdefinedぉ a80und wave hav主19frequenci侶
aboveせleaudible range; that is，above about 20 kHz. The wavelength of ul廿asonic
wav缶詰油o~and 仕lerefore 廿le dirぽ tivitycan be enhanced. This po泊tenabl侶
usto d切 1with ul位、おonicwav侶 gωme廿お記斗rand it also enhanc田廿leaccuracy 
mm泊訊江、emen凶 of廿le80und velocity andせleaa犯Irptioncoefficient. 
Traditionally，廿leul柱、aso凶cpropaga丘onhas been USErl for廿lehigh 
frequency匂市自国Ctæt. 4 • 5 ) Cu町、ently，ul柱、おonicspl匂18many ro1出， ranging from 
physi叩 1and bioengineering applica丘onsto the study of fundamental propぽ丘笛
of materials. Itお greatlyow泊gtoせleraent developments主1el配町、onicsand 
1 
hardware. For example， ul位、asonicmeasurements have baome of major加tぽ笛tas
non-d侶柱、uctiveevaluation (NDE) t∞，1s for det町出19failure-including flaws 
concealed below solids suchぉ me回1s，plastiぬ ceramia， and comp姐 ta.6-13)
Use of the ultrぉonicwave as a "probe"は10uldbe helpful to an under-
standing of the aggrega丘ons回teon the bas:is of廿1emolぽularinteraction. As a 
ma坑ぽ offact， the ul柱、asonicwave propagating through ma七回als廿ave1sby 
moleコularintぽactionandお sensi丘veto small配 alechang缶 m廿1ematerial 
s位、ucb江、e_14.1f3)
The purpae of出 sth国 sis to characterize the molaular a医師、egation
武ateb，y the ul柱、asonicm臼surementand to clarify unsol ved problems加 physial
pIrop町ゼ侶ofpol，>市lぼ吐cmater吐alsfrom a s柱、uctural00訂1tof view. 
Part 1 (Chapters 1 and 2) is conc位、nedwi出 areview of ul柱、asonicstudi巴
αlaptぽ 1con回江田廿1ehistorial and theoretical backgrounds of ul柱、asonicstud-
i低 whichw出 serveぉ abasis for di配us:豆on加 suaeed担gchapters. In αlapter 2， 
仕1eexp佐古nental principle and me廿10dfor determination of ul柱、おonicvelocity 
and attenua丘oncoefficient are d佳江ibed.
Part n (Chapters 3 -6) con回主lSapplications of ul位、お0凶cm臼surementsto 
吐1eno凶血関r吋配oelぉ丘cityofαγ武司瓦nepolymers.αmpter・3d佳江吐ba廿1e
methαj for measurement of ul柱、asonicproperti侶 under任記llatorydeformation. 
One calls "dyηαnic uL甘口mηics". From the m伺 surement， "dynarηic uL甘口ronic
ve1.aity"， "dyηmむ α此mωtわれ α沼1むieηt"，and "d以内飢む density"can be deter-
rruned. In Chapter 4，廿1e令市剖凶_cul柱、おonicpropぽtiaare exarnin必 forundrawn 
polyethy lene films andせ1enon江neari匂rin匂々 1ar凶cmahani国 1prope:代ieョお dis-
c1.lfied. In α1apter 5，せ1edynarruc ul柱、aso凶cpropertia are exarnined for drawn 
polyethylene films， and the no叫主1泊rityis comp訂吋明白thatfor undrawn films. 
h αmpter 6，廿leul廿aso出cproperties are mぬ思aedunder、acon武antrate of 
deformation， andせ1enonlin臼rityin s位、佳話一坑rainr吐a丘onshipis examined. 
Part皿 (Chapters7 -9) con国主lS廿1eexamination of moleコularaggregation 
白 noncrystallinePOlymers byけ1eul柱、asonicm臼surement.In αlapter 7， changa 
2 
加 moleごularaggregation aaomp包1Iedwith phase separation are examined for 
S句rrene-butadiene-s匂寸ene ロ吐blα~k copol，)市1佳子s.In世話schapter， the concept of 
molaular ly 0吋eredaggregation formed under nonequilibrium conditionお m口、0-
duced. In αlapter 8， the effぽtof physial aging and/or heat-柱、白tmentonせ1e
molぽ ularaggregation血 poly(ロ世間出y凶ゐrl-l-propyne)films showing high gぉ
permeabilityおexar凶ned.It was found廿1atthe change担 themoleコularaggrega-
丘onaff配tstheir gas permeab出匂T. In Chapter 9， the phase位、百lSItionbetween 
isotropic and liquid crγ説記lillephお缶 onHydroxypropyl-cellulae solu丘ons1s 
ex田凶nedusing an ultrasonic measurement. Moreover， the liquid-crγ坑叫且ne-like
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BACKGROUND OF ULTRASONIC STUDIES 
1-1 Hおt征士alBackground 
illtrぉoniahas been studied over past six d配ad侶.Thef立ちtapplication of 
ul柱、出oniato the study of fundarnental proper丘esof mater凶.swおな11925 when 
Pierce invent吋 anul柱、asonicint位、ferometerand measured the ul廿asonicvelαity
ingぉesaぽ urately.1)Extensiveはudi侶 onthe ul柱、おonicve1矧 tyand aaorption 
were caロ吐吋 outin gas侶 andliquids until廿1e1940's. The studies 1ed to廿1e
conclusion thatせ1evelα=ity is relat吋 to廿1emcrlulus or compres3ib出 tyand出at
廿1eaaorption coefficient to廿1evisc偲 ityor泊ternalfriction. It was回nce伺 rly
1950's廿1atul柱、asonicはudi侶 W位、eapplied to soli也， al廿lOugha few ul柱、asonic
studies carri吋 out加 fibrousand rubbぽγmaterials白出e1940's.2-6) It wぉ
found that廿1eaaorption in solids arises from several physical causes such as 
the disl記 ation，7) 註1tergr、ain出町、mωlasticeffぽt，8) ar吐1位、moniccoupling between 
phonons， 9) and interaction of sound wave wi廿1el配位、ons，10.1) rath位、 thanfrom 
せ1evisco出町mal(claaical) absorption.12.13) Itwぉ alsofoundせ1atthe ultrasonic 
velαity in solids depend 1a:s on temper、atureand frequency in con柱、astto g出笛
宿泊立quids.
It wぉ notuntil quite raently廿latul柱、おonictahniqu侶 W位、eapplied to 
po~市leriCmater吐心sin solid.14-21)阿倍tof廿1esestudieョhavebeen concerned with 
廿1e主1V回tigationof偽々 1出国cpropertia using high -fr伺uencysound wava. 
However， Pethrick etαL have indicat組出atせ1eul口、asoniahas potential ぉ a
5 
me廿1αjof inv侶 tigatingmorpho1ogy血 po勾引lericmat凶a1s:22-24)they indicated 
廿1at廿1eorientation and αγ抗心linitycould be信託matedfrom the ul廿asonic
ve1ocity， and that the size of voids gen町、atingduring drawing could be evaluat吋
from廿1eultrasonic attenuation. 
1-2官1e町 etialBackground 
The propagation of e1astic wav缶 (sonicwav笛)加 solidsand liquids w部
出eore丘団且yinv信託gatedby Stok時 PoIS3on，R匂r1eigh， and Kelvin during the 
1ast century. The inv信回gationwas aimed to thωIreti国日yderive廿1evel∞ity and 
仕1eattenuation.25•26 ) The vel江:itywas deri ved from廿1e悶uationof motion， in 
which廿1evelα:ityお determin凶 by仕1edi勾er垣onequation， i.e.the rela仕onship
between仕1ean思斗arfr句uencyand廿1ewave number.27) The term "attenuation"お
usedぉ en位、gy1CS3 when sound wavffi propagate through material. The a坑enua-
tionおusuallydet也、minedfrom the d師、easein廿1eamp比udeof sound wave at a 
gi ven distance.官1eamplitude A at a gi ven distance X おexpres3edby the follow-
mg句uation.
A=Aoexp(ー αx) (1-1) 
where Ao is廿1eamplitude at x=O， and αthe attenuation coefficient. 
Now consid町出ewave propagation in廿1eelぉticm凶iumwh町es位、任追加d
S柱、出nare lin臼rlyrelated by an elas厄cconstant， i.e.the Hooke's lawお obeyed.
Then，せ1e句uationof motionお ob回羽目jby明uating廿1epr吋 uctsof maa倍加d
a仁~elerationsto廿1eelastic forc出， and can be written as in廿1efollowing明uation:
~ 2 ~ 2 
ρ~~'V (x， t) =E ~コqT(X，t) むし (1-2) 
where 'l' (x，t)お廿1edisplacement of廿1emedium， E廿1eelぉticcoefficient， and ρ 
廿1edensity. The句uationwぉ derivedby D'Alambert (1750)， w凶chis referred as 
廿1e"c1n邸 icaLωαve伺凶tわげ.This句uationgiv巴 ap1ane wave as a solution and 
6 
廿1eplane wave can be expres3凶bymeans of comp1ex variab1白出follows:
'l'(X，t)二'l'oexp [i(ωt -kx) ] (1-3) 
wh町、ek is the wave vぽtor，ω せ1eangl.斗arfrequency of廿1etraveling wave， and 
i=Jコ，indicating that the 'l' (x， t)propagatffi in the X or k dirぽtionwi出 vel伺-
ty v=dω/枇.It should be noted廿1at廿1esolution of Eq.(1-2) has the form of 
W(X，t)=φ(X)ψ(t)， whereφ (x)おafunction of X only and ψ(t) is a fun出 onof t 
on斗r.This impliffi that the disp1acement 'l' (x， t)おseparab1e泊 spaceand time. 
Sub:立itu出19Eq.(1-3) in Eq.(1-2)， 1ead to: 
u=fl (ト4)
When a 10ngitudinal plane wave propagat白血abounded e1ぉticb吋y，the medium 
deforms in the propagation dirぽtion，obey加gto廿1eHooke's law. Then， the elastic 
constant E becomffi Young's m吋ulus. In addition to 10ngitudinal wav侶， pure
share， namely位、百回versalwav低 canpropagate in solids. In this叩 se， the dis-
placement of廿1emediumお atright angle to吐1edir配位onof propagation. The 
equation for柱、町田versemo丘onsof廿1em凶iumお idenbω1to廿1atfor 1ongitudi-
nal motions at small amounts of deformation. In thお case， howevぽ， Young's 
mαjulus Eおrep1acedby sh臼rmodulus G. The vel似 tyof 10ngitudinal waveお
容、eat町、廿1an廿1atof位、町田versewave (は Eおgreatぽ thanG) 
In an extended solid， other匂rpeof elastic wave can propagate along the 
suげace;itおknownぉ RαyLeighwaves， and its disturbance d配aysexponentially 
wi出 depth.The surface wave falls off more slowly with distance than other句ゃe
of elastic wav時国nceit spreads onゐrin two dimensions， but位、ave1swith lower 
velocity. 
In廿1eabove， the author referred to progra:芯ivewav笛 propagatmg
through an id関 1m剖iumin which the density is cons凶ntand the elas丘ccoeffi-
cient is uniform was dial.lfied. For m侶tr問 1soli也， in particular for polym住吐c
solids， however， bo廿1density and modulus are not uniform. In such aωse，出e
differential equation of motion becoma: 
7 
入2 nr'__-'-' O r"，_ O ρ(z)iτψ(x，t) =一 [E(x)~ ~ qI (X，t) ] 0し2 • ，-，-， O x (1-5) 
where both E(x) andρ (x) are functions of x.百1e悶uationお namErlぉ Sturrn-
LiouviLlεequatわn， and it annot be solvErl in general. One useful approximate 
meth吋 forsolv加gthe equationお廿1epe町urbationmeせ1cx128.29)Thお me廿100お
applicable only when the fluctua仕onin廿1edensity and the mαjullおおsmall. For 
廿1esake of simp江city，let us consid在、 only廿1e叩 se血 which廿1emooulusお con-
stant， and in which the density is a function of x. As3um加gthat 'l' (x，t)おpropor-
tional to a function of x tima eωιand using sim立arsolution to廿1esolution of 
Eq.(1-2)，廿1efollow加gequation an be ob凶主1ed:
'1. 2 
E訂三φ(x)+ρ(x)ω2φ(x)=0 (1-6) 
where φ(x)お廿1epart of 4! (x，t) depending on x. The densi句rρ (x)叩 nbe ex-
panded by the perturbation par釧 eterλぉ follows;
ρ(x) =ρ。+λρ ，(x)+λ2ρ2(X) +・ (ト7)
wh町、eρ。isa constant and λ おverysmall. When the densityρ(ヱ)equ記stoρ。
(i.e. itおcon武ant)，廿1eequation Eq.(1-5)叩nbe soluble and there exお回廿1ewave 
function φ。(x)and frequencyωo satisfy却g廿1efollowing伺ua丘on:
ョ、 2
E訂zφo(x)+ρoω02φo(x) =0 (1-8) 
Thお waveequationお well-known as He加仇oLtzωave，equatioη.8担ce吐1ewave 
functionφ(ヱ)and fr悶uencyωisn但 r訪問ualto廿1eφ。(x)andω0， rE部町tive-
ly，出ebo仕1functionsせ10uldbe expanded出 follows;




8u出回tutingEq's.(1-7) and (1-9) into Eq.(1-6) and using Eq.(1-8)， one obtains 
ω2，.._， ω02 [1 一 λ~ P l.(X)φ0(x)2dxJ (1-10) 
Therefore， the wave vel回 tyυinheterogeneousm吋iumおgivenby 
V ~ Vo [1一λjρ l.(x)φ。(x)2dx]1/2 (1-11) 
where the vo=圧万7ぉthewave vel伺匂r担 homogeneousmedium. 
立せ1edensity perturbationλρ1 (x)おp但 tive，廿1evelccity for heteroge-
nωusm吋iumbocom回 lowぽ thanthat for homogeneous one，ぉ is加dicat吋 by
Eq.(l-11). 
Materials such ぉ po~市leriC solids de開rtfrom Hooke's low and show a 
匂rpi，叩1viaoelastic behavior. The motion equation is obtainErl by equa出19廿1e
prooucts of maaa and aぽ elぽ ationsto elastic and吋.ocousforc白 andis given by 
仕1efollowing equation.5 •30) 
ρ3izV(叫 (1-12) 
wh位、eη おtheviaa:まity.By sub:記tutinga solution in Eq.(1-3) wiせ1Eq.(1-12) 




I'，¥Thereτ お knownasせ1eretardation time. This obviously giv回 forせ1esound 
v札価tydω/dk a complex value. When one k間関 ω real and allows k to take 
complex valu侶 γ(=κ-iα)，where bothκand αare real and p偲 tive，せ1esolu-
tion baom侶:
4!(x，t) ='l'oexp [i(ωt -k骨x)J (1-14) 
= 'l' oexp(一αx)exp[i(ωt -kx) ] (1-15) 
The real part of Eq.(1-15) repraents plane wave which propagata along廿1ep但-
tive x with the velccity v=ω/κ. The amplitude d灯、easaexponenti記勾rwi出
9 
mcr白血ngx. Therefor~ the imaginary part of k-giv侶廿1eattenuation coeffi-
Clent. 
立onesu出titut侶廿1eγMEq.(1-13)，one ob凶な1s廿1erelations as follows: 
υ-1互 J1+(α/κ)2 γρ・ 1 -(円 /~)2 (1-16) 
出1d
ペヰτ[1-(α/κ)2 ] (1-17) 
The equations indicate the fr句uencydependence of the vel回 tyand attenuation 
coefficient. When α/κ お smallcompar吋 withunity， asお usuallytheωse in 
soぬ，山 thevelα均お givenby vo=花 /pand白出esame as出atfor e1笛丘c
solids; on廿1eother hand， the attenuation coefficient be:コom侶:
α~__I_ ω 2 _ 2π2ρκU2... f2 
- 2vo LV - E2 • J (1-18) 
Asお evident， αispropor恒onalto廿1esquare ofせ1efrequency 1 =ω/2π.T凶s
type of廿1eattenuationお generallyreferrOOぉ the"cLassicaLαbrorptわn"，and 
Eq.(1-18)おcallOON，ω甘 -Stokesex昨俗説的 12・13)
A so1ution of廿1e匂中eEq.(1-14) evidenQv corr任)})ondstoせ1eexperimental 
set-up where仕1eamplitude of出eplane progr径回vewaves excit吋白出em必ium
is measurOO at different distanceヨfromthe acoustic source. On the other hand，廿1e
appropriate m阻訊江、ementsof廿1edis:豆pativee行使ts， namely廿1etime rate of d配ay
of sound energy， can be evaluatOO by the exp吋ientof tak血gk real and 1etting 
ω~ν+is，せ1eso1ution for the p1ane wave be:ごomes:
lfJ(x，t) = lfJoexp [i(ω-t -kx)J (1-19) 
= tp oexp( -s t)exp [i(νt -kx) ] (1-20) 
whereせ1es おC叫100廿1edamping coefficient. Se坑加gω 骨 =ν+is in Eq.(1-13)， 
廿1es can be written as follows; 
。=をひんK22-tτω2 (1-21) 
10 
Therefor~ the damping coefficient is relatOO to廿1eattenuation coefficient by廿1e
following句uation:
。=αυ (1-22) 
The v1aOUS effぽtお oneimpor回ntcause of ultrぉonicattenuation but 
there are many other mechanisms r回ponsi.b1efor it. The v1aOUS eff配 tinp訂ゼcu-
1ar for solidsお usualゐrsmall and frequently ov町せ1adow凶 byother mechanisms. 
Typil国 1mechanisms for attenuation are d住町ibErlbe1ow: 
1) Heat Conduction When the acoustic wave propagates through a solid 
b吋y，compr任EErlp紅1:8baome ho坑位、 andexpandOO parts coo1er. The sound wave 
mak侶 the1∞al temperature gradient through which heat will flow， and conse-
quently it 1a侶 energyぉ heat.The attenuation due to廿1eener、gy1使S お de一
回訪日jby8.:'H) 
αh=.I:... Cp-C~R _J..01 
.n- Vo - Cv .Ll 10+1 





where Cp and CV are heat capaciti信託cons凶ntpr~ョsure and at cons凶ntvo1um~ 
r任中町tively，八 社1ethぽmalconductivity， and d仕1edomain size. The par町neterR
in Eq.(1-23) repr侶 entsthe aniso柱、opydue to廿1emodulus differences between the 
domains， given by 
く(E-くE>av)2)制
= くE2〉aw 〈1-25)
where Eおせ1elongitudinal mαjulus.百1esuffixαv denot回仕官民ati武icalaver-
age. T出S匂ゃeofせ1eattenuation mahanism corr侶 pondsto the Zen町、ほお peaks8)
in polyαγstalline metals. Inせ1e叩 seof polyethy1ene， for examp1~ spher叫ites
di勾 ersewi廿linamorphous phase.32・33) The size of廿1espherulites is from 5 to 
50μm， wher回 S廿1ewidth of廿1eαγs回目白e1ame立aeor amorphous zon笛お from5 
1 
to 50 nm depending on廿leαγ坑剖五nityof廿lematerial. The characteristic fre-
quency forせleheat flow from one spherulite to another one is信 timatedusing 
Eq.(1-24). In the ωse of 5 μ m domains， せlecharacter包ticfr下旬uencybaoma 主1
0吋erof 10 kHz. Thus， the lca侶 dueto主lt町一spheruliteheat flow can be ruled 
out加 usualul柱、asonicfrequency regions. In廿le叩seof h臼tflow between αγs一
切江主leand amorphous zona，せlecharactぽおticfrequency would be江10吋erof 
GHz. 
where Y G denot回廿leGruneisen paramet在、 andTせleatぉolutetemperature. The 
life-time of the phonon in polyrneric solids around r∞m temperature is in orせerof 
10-13 sec and so itお muchshort位、 thanthe p位、iα:iof ul位、asonicwave. Thus， for 
usual pot巾leriCmaterials， the attenuation due to廿lephonon配atteringwill be 
consid位、ablysmalL 
2) Sca枕eriれgby vo討sαηddefぽts.Attenuation of the sound wave m勾F
α:orr笛 aconsequence of配att町セ19by heterogenei丘esor defぽ凶.The wave-
len酢hof the sound wave whichお信託matedfrom廿levelccity is usually much 
larger than the void and defぽtdimension. The Ray leigh condition is出町efore
satisfied. The ul廿asonicatten uation ausErl by viaoelastic sphera su母ended担
a viaoelastic medium was predicted onせlebasis of廿leR勾rleighcondition by 
Okan03~) as follows. 
4Q3 "A r1，. B-Bo ""2ρ1-ρ 
αs -υoA f4・[3〈 1B10〉+〈2ρ1+;。〉2]φ(ト26)
where a denot缶廿leradius of出esphere， B the bulk mα:iulus， andφ the volume 
介actヰonof廿lesph位、e.Suffix 1 and 0 denote廿lesphere and medium， r邸Pぽtively.
The attenuation due to such配 atteringcan be缶百matedby le出 ngせlesphera 
co町、信pondto air voids and廿lesurrounding polymぽ constitute廿lem吋ium.The 
previous studia of Pethrick etαL 23，24) suggested that the配 atteringお domi-
nant ause ofせleattenuation for αystallinepot初出csolids. 
3) Phonoη-phonon反沼抗的口g.Attenuation can be心soaused by ar吐lar-
monic int町、actionof廿leapplied sound waveヨ(Lιsound-phonons)閉山由eせler-
mal vibrations (同社lermalphonons). The phonon-phonon配 atter血gm匂rbe pre-
dicted on仕lebasis ofせle廿1ωηofWo吋ruffand Ehrenreich for long-and short-
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The ul位、asonicvelα:ity and atEorption coefficient are determ血edm侶 tly
by the following three meせ1ods:(a)廿1e泊terferometricmethαjwhichお usedfor 
gぉa and liquidsl-3); (b)せ1eoptical meせ100which is心soused for gぉa and 
江quids/l- 7);(c) the pulse methαj for liquids and 80lids.8-10) In廿1einterferomet-
ric and optical me廿1ods， ul位、おonicdisturbanceお continuouslysupplied to廿1e
m吋ium，and a r侶 ultant武andingwaveお utilizedfor廿1edetermination of ul位、a-
80niC vel組 tyand atEorption coefficient. Thus， one can ob凶血性1ephぉevelα:ity 
andせ1ed剖np白宮 coefficient. Inせ1epulse metho， on廿1e0廿1erhand， a wave 
packet廿avelingthrough a gi ven distanceお utilizedfor廿1edet町m江1ation.
Therefore，one叩 nob凶加せ1epropagating vel岡町旬、oupvel回 tyn一日))and虫g
attenuation coefficient. The pulse 脱出αjwぉ useden也、ely血 thepraent武udy.
Forせ1epulse me仕100to be sua任Bful，廿1efollow担gtwo r悶 U主、ementsmust 
be satisfi吋.F主ちt，せ1edistance between柱、百roucer、andraei ver must be longer 
廿1anthe wavelength of廿1eul柱、asonicpulse 80け旧tnoはandingwava are formed. 
Saond，廿1edistance should not be 80 large that廿1eintensi句rof ul位、asonicwave 
is in distinguishable at廿1erぽ eiver.
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2-2 TranOOucer 
Transducer白 adevice for converting an e1配出csignal to a mahanical 
vibration or vice v町、sa.Two same piezω1配出c口、出100uCerssuppliro from N F 
Elぽ仕吐cIns廿umentswぽeusro as佐官lSTIli枕erand receiver in廿1epraent m泊s-
urements. (The diameter of廿1e廿ansducerswぉ 0.72cm.) 
The ul位、asonicvelocity of polymeric solids is commonly 10/l -105αnjsec. 
The puJse me廿10dr問uira廿1efrequency above 100 kHz inせ1ecase of a位、avel血g
distance from 2 to 4αn. W凶1e廿1eul柱、asonicwave加廿1eMHz region attenuat侶
t∞much to ob切な1a dis丘nguishable血ten豆町at廿1edistance for polym征士solids.
Hence，廿1ecommercialJy available位、ansducerswi出世1efr悶uencyof 150kHz were 
chaen. B邸 id低 TruelletαL 1/l) report吋 that泊廿1efrequency region frαn 100 kHz 
to 1 MHz， there are v釘γimportantul柱、asoniclCffi m配hanismsuch as disl∞ation 
damp血gaaα:iatrowi廿1plastic deformation， which relate dirぽtlyto廿1em佐立1ani-
伺 1propertie:ョofa solid. 
2-3 Exper古nental開e仕ほお
Ul柱、asonicmeasuremen回 Wぽ ecarriro outぉ follows:Two仕百100ucerち were
put in dirぽtwi出仕1esample (see Fig.2-1). An el配位、icalimp叫sewi廿1duration 
time of 50 nsec wぉ convert凶 bymeans of one位、釘muc位、 intoan impulsive 
mec.hanial vibration. After travelingせlrough廿1esample，廿1eul柱、おonicwave wぉ
receivro by ano廿1er位、百mucer.The latt也、位、ansduc町、 convertrothe ul位、asonic
wave into el配位icalsignal again. The el配位、icsignal after paaing through a 
diff町、entialpr関mplifier、andadi庄riminatorwas stored in a柱、ansientmemoηr. 
The signal displayro vおu剖斗'ona reco吋ぽoran使組1使:cope.A1so，廿1esignal was 
柱、ansrnittedinto a micrαごomputerand thenせ1evel姐 tyandj or the attenuation 
coefficient wぽ ecomputro. 
日g.2-2shows a ahema丘cul廿asonicsignal after位、avelingthrough a 




Fig.2-1 Schema of the experimentαL setup for the， ge門ぽロtわれ ofthe uL廿uso円む
ωαυe 
Fig.2-2 TypiroL uL廿ロro口icωαυeαfterpassing through the幻 npLe専問初回凡f:..t
iηdむatesa廿'Q.veLiηgtか昭， αndAαれampLitude，ofthe ωαve. 
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and the distance between two柱、出1Sducerち L，廿1eul位、おonicvelcx:ity v can be 
deterITUno usingせ1efollowing悶uation.
L υ=一一一色t (2-1) 
Fig.2-3 shows a plot of位、avel主19time against位、avelingdistance of廿le
叫位、出0凶cwave at 400 C for a linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE) film. The 
plot shows a straight line， of which slope giv白 theul仕出onicvelα:ity.The travel-
ing time d. t was det位、ITUnoousing the short侶tsampling丘me(50 nsa:コ)which wお





2 3 4 
t x 105 (sec) 
Fig.2-3 PLot of柱、aveLingdistance，of 
uL位uronicwaυes againstせなveLing










Fig.2-4 PLot of the. Logarithm of tJ昭
uLなusoηicαnpLitude，αgainst廿'O.veL-
ingdおぬnce町ofuL甘口部門icωαU銘打1e
fig問 ωωob加仇ぽ farLinear Loω 
deηsity 1_X)LyethyLene，fiLr回αt4ぴc.
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The attenuation coefficient α d住町ib部出ea凶orptionof廿leamplitude 
wi出 distanceand is expr任~OOby 
1 1__ A。α=r山 A (2-2) 
wher、eA is the amplitude of廿1eul位、asonicwave at a propagation distana L and 
A。廿1eamplitude at L = O.As is evident from the equation， one can determ血e廿1e
attenuation coefficient as a ratio of廿leamplitude at a given distance to廿le
ampli切deat a reference distance. The amplituda were信託mat吋 fromthe p泊 k
height of the ul柱、asonicwave， as加diat吋加 Fig.2-2.
Fig.2-4 pr倍 entsan example of the distance between two traru:rlucerち
plottoo against the logarithr厄camplitude of仕1eultrasonic wave at 400 C for 
LLDPE f江ms. All仕1epo廿1tsfall on a straight line as Eq.(2-2) pr吋icts，in which 
the slope giv自由eattenuation coefficient at 400 C. An intrinsic error加 the
attenua丘oncoefficient may be ausoo byせ1eincornpleten缶百 of bond coupling 
between也、ansducerand mater吐al.Taking great c訂 eof bond coupling， the位、ror
was roouc吋 tobe ほおthan 3.0弘
1) Temperature. Dependence， of ULtraoonic Properties. The variations of 
ul柱、asonicvelcx:ity with temperature w町、e信丘matedfrom吐1evariations of the 
位、ave1血gtime d.t wi廿1temper、atureat a fixoo位、avelingdistance L. The tempぽ a-
ture dependence of attenuation coefficientα(T) was determ主100from出eampli-
tude A (T) at a gi ven temperature，廿1eampli切deA(To) at a reference temperature 
To • 出ld 廿1eattenuation coefficient using出efollow主19equation. 
α(T) =α(To)+L h坐五) (2-3) L v'" A(T) 
α(To) was separately determined from廿lelogar吐thrrucplot of the amplitude 
agamst位、avelingdis回nceat tempぽatureTo・
2) Stmiη Dependence，of ULなロ邸内icM的 surements.The ul位、おonicproper-
ties were m臼sur凶 undぽ a匂司自nic(cyclic) s位、ainand a con民antrate of strain. 
The velα:ity v( y) at a given s廿出nwere deter凶n吋 fromd. t( y) at a given 
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S位、aJ11:
L・(1+y) (y) = 
I J ~ t( y) (2-4) 
wh位、eγ お廿1es位、ainand L廿1e位、avelingdistance at y =0.. The attenuation 
∞efficientα (y) were det町、m泊吋 fromthe measurements of the amplitude at a 
given s位、ainusing following equation: 
o 1. A(O) α(γ)=」 L +ー ニこ」1 +γL・(1+γ)v， -A(γ) (2-5) 
wh町、eα。お廿1eattenua丘oncoefficient at y =0. 
The叫柱、asonicproperties under a cyclic s位、ainwere analyzed using a 
Four吐即位pansionmethoo. Details will be pr侶ent吋白thenext chapter. 
Fig.2-5 BIωk diagram of the. apparatus for measuring uLな'Q.S()ηicve1.aitνGηd 
am.pLitude under釦 Lventeu恥 mtiηgprae出 (A)ce比例凶n刻印er;(C) furw-
tωη genemtor; (D) differentiaL prωnpLif甘'; (E) diarかlinator; (F )な'O.nsient
memory; (G) oaiUator; (H)∞mpu臼r;and (1) priη臼r
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.3) UL廿官邸ηicPropertおsunder SoLvent EVapJm.tiρn. The mo1ocular aggr、e-
gation in polymer 801 utions during 801 vent evaporation w位、eexamined using 
叫位、aso凶cm臼surements(Chapters 7 to 9). The equipment is shown釦Fig.2-5.
Four位、出lSducersare fixed担廿1ebo坑omofせ1etef10n cell 80廿1atせ1em閲 sure-
men回 canbe叩 rriedout at six different distances (1.4 to 3.8αn). The ul廿asonic
propぽtieswere m伺 suredぉ afunction of仕1econcen柱、ation.The concen柱、ation
of廿1e801ution was alα.uated from廿1eweight of凶せ1the cell and the 801u仕on.
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CHAPTER 3 
DYNAMIC ULTRASONIC WAVE VELOCITY AND ATTENUATION 
3-1 In柱、oduction
Polymer吐csolids， in p位、ticularαγ説副且neon侶， exhibit nonlinear viaoe-
1a坑ic:i匂Teven at small s町、ains，which is one of indi勾ensab1eproperties of materi-
als for practical use. With rapidly 彦、ow白guse of polymers， there ap戸arsto be a 
ne吋 forsystematic坑udi邸 ofthe nonlinear viaoelastic:ity. In past two d配ad低
rheo-opti叩 1studies such as simultaneous measurements of令市出回cmochaniωl 
properties wi廿1匂引出nicOptil叩 1properties such as匂rnar凶cbirefringence~ -6) and 
令市釧icwide ang1e X-r匂Tdiffraction7-10) have been applied to inv信任gatethe 
non立n臼rviaoelastic:ity. The previous studie:ョ sugg侶 tedthat the nonlinear 
吋.sc促1ぉticbehaviorお aま:Tibedmainly to p1astic deformation such as void-
open血g，disl∞a丘on，slippage，andαγstal defぽts.1-18)Thus， for a prECIse under-
standing of the nonlin切 rity，itお d姐 rableto m凶 surethe physical quantity 
relat凶 moredir配 tlyto廿1eplぉ丘cdeformation. Hence， the au廿10rd姐 gneda new 
apparat国主1such a way that廿1eultrぉonicvelα:ity and attenuation can be 
measur吋 underan缶百llatoη，deformation. 
The ul位、asonicwave travels by molocular interaction and therefore itお
sensitive to m主1utechang倍加廿1ematerial s口、ucture.Actually， Pethrick et 
aL 18.20) eValuatedせ1emolocular orientation andせ1eαγ武allinityfrom the ul柱、a-
sonic ve1ccity da回 and剖80廿1eamount of voids from廿1eul柱、asonicattenuation 
data. Thus，ul柱、おonicmeasurements will provide us more dirぽtinformation about 
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廿1ep泊sticdeformation. 
百1ep山-paeof this chapterお asfollows: (1) to praent廿1eexper加 en凶l
methαj for m臼surementsof ul廿ぉonicvel組 tyand attenuation under缶百llatory
deformation， i.e. the匂々 1amiCul位、お0凶cvelα:ity and廿1e合庁1ar凶cul位、おonic
attenua丘on，(2) to demonstrate出atthe change in the density under促rillatory
deformation，ぉ referで吋 to廿1edynamic density， can be detぽminedfrom 廿1e
匂々 1amiCvel回口rand匂引amicmod叫凶 da凶， and finally (3) to demons柱、ateせ1e
po七entialutility in廿1estudy of廿1enonlinear viaoelastic propertia of polymeric 
solids. 
3-2 Apparatus and Analy由阿武hcrl
A set of acousぱcapparauぉ wasa坑achedto Rheovibron Mαjel DDVllic 
(Toyo Baldwin Co.，Ltd.). The block diagram of廿1eapparatusおは10wnin Fig.3-1 
(廿1e回 mplesp回 menshown asせ1eha凶 1edportion). Inせ1eRheovibron， an oil 
pr任:surepump仕切回 ten.s:iledeformation， and吐1edisplacement aaeptableお up
to a.16 mm. Morωver、，せ1edisplacementおadjustedby servo匂居temto balance the 
signal of an明::illator，and廿1ereforeoneωn cho侶ev紅白山匂予es(sinusoid叫
口iangular，Equare etc) of deforma丘on.In出sstu匂"廿1esinusoidal deformation 
was chaen. (In廿1ecase of examining the叫柱、おonicpropertia und位、 acons凶nt
rate of strain， the出 angt斗ardeformation wぉ chaen.)F山1:hermore，廿1eapparatus 
おcombinωwiせ1a birefringence ap開ratusso廿1at廿1ebirefringence can also be 
simul回nωuslymeasured. The dir配丘onof wave propagation was parallel to the 
draw dir配tion，unla:s one giva notice addition叫ly.
The an剖yticalpr∞edure of廿1e匂庁1amiCul位、asonicpropertia will be 
presented below. Her、e， only廿1epr∞edure for廿1eattenuation coefficientお de-
arib叫 b配ause廿1eproc臼jureforせ1e匂rnamicul柱、aso凶cvel組 tyおquiteanalo-
gous to that forせ1eattenuation coeffic:ient. 
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Trig. 
Fig.3-1 BLak diagram of theαp戸1I'CI.tusfor measurer隠れtsof thθ町 uLな'Q.SOηic
veLaityαηdα抗enuatわれ∞effむientunder an oaiUatory deformatω凡
Consider sinusoidal s柱、出nsuper古np侶edonto pr信柱、ain(i.e.武atics柱、包n):
Y (t) = Ys + Yd sinωt (3-1) 
where ω(=2πf)isせ1ean思斗arfrequency， f仕1efrequency in Hz， y s 廿1e民atic
S位、ain，and Y d せ1e偽rnarnics位、ainamplitude. Then廿1eattenuation coefficients 
are pr百 umablyexprEffiEd by a F 0ぽ吐位、seriaぉ follows:
α(t) =ao/2 + a:l sinωt + a2 sin 2ωt +・・・・
+ b1caωt + b2 ca 2ωt+・ (3-2) 
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For廿1efundamen回1component (η=1)，廿1eaaolute value， in -phase， and out-of-
phase of廿1ecomplex attenuation coefficient， i.e. I a iI ， a i ， andα~; mor印 V町、
廿1ephase differenceδA1 are defined by the follow血ge<ヨuations. P侶itive 0 Al 
m臼ns廿1atthe s位、ainおbehind廿1eattenua丘oncoefficient by a phase angle δAl・
ーI J a1" + b12 α1 I = 
γd 
αi = Iαi I ca (jAl 
ロ ~=Iαi I sinδA1 





Fur廿1ermore，廿1enon且nearpar、amet位、 Pαofattenuation coefficient was in柱、0-
duc吋 byEq.(3-10). 




where d.Sお det位、minedas廿1eto凶1dev祖国onof exper古nen凶1value from廿1e
fundamental wave over one cycle， which will be shown lat也、.
The similar令市aITUCcoefficients for廿1evel伺勾'w在、ealso determ主1edin 
廿1esame pr∞凶ureandせleyare def廿1edas follows: 
I vi I ={ aγ 十b'12
γd 
V'1 = I v;"I caδAl 






V ム LJaγ+ b'12J 
P-AS 
'v - ，，/aγ+b'/ 
(3-14) 
(3-15) 
where a~ and b{ are fundamen凶1components of Foぼ吐erseri田 for廿1e令市出凶c
velccity. 
The dynamic exp佐官nentwas usual斗r叩町'iedout as follows: Firは， a given 
level of static s位、出n(5お)was app江吋tothe film sp回 men.Aft町廿1esp凶 menw部
副lowedto relax far a long time， a sinusoidal坑rain(1-4見)was super吐mpaedon 
仕1estatic strain. The fr伺uencyof the dynamic strain was 0.05 Hz. After station-
ary坑atewas a抗出n吋 (usu必斗， about 20 cycles was r句凶red)，仕1e匂引amic
m伺surementswere arried out. 
3-3 Prel主国naryR侶 ults
In Fig.3-2， are shown exampl侶 ofthe attenuation coefficient plotted 
against the phぉeangle 8 (=ωt) of廿1e匂市出回cs柱、出nat different levels of廿1e
令市部凶cs柱、ainamplitude. Quenched films of linear low density polyethy lene were 
used. 
In the figure，配atteredpoints denote attenuation coefficients ov位、several
cycl回， each of which was determined from one訂1termittentshot of impulsive 
ul柱、aso凶cwave. The ul柱、asonicwave usually travels between two廿釦凶ucぼE
within a 0吋ぽ of10-5 Se<ご;せlat泊， each po釦t お ob凶主1ed江田凶n凶nωuslyぉ
compared with the time配 aleof廿1ecyclic deformation (0.05 Hz). Hence， each a坑en-
uation coefficient can be regarded as廿1eattenuation coefficient at a given phase 
angle of the sinusoidal s位、ain.Open c:ircl缶denotethe average attenuation coef-
ficient in a given interval of phase angle， and solid lineヨ廿1efundamen回1
component加仕1eFouri町、 expar国 on.
Some characteristia are seen釦 Fig.3-2.F主'St，仕1eattenuation coeffi-
cients v紅吐吋叫m侶tsinusoidally wi廿1the phase angle of s柱、ain.Socond， some 
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phぉedifferenca were rocognizoo between廿1e今引amicattenuation. Third，廿le
aaolute value of the complex dynamic attenuation coefficient of the fundamental 
component， whichお theamplitude of廿1echange加 thesolid江n己主1cr伺soowi廿l
incr臼sein the amplitude of dynamic strain. Fina.l1y，廿1eattenua丘onamplitude 
incr臼soononlinearly with r侶Pぽtto廿1es柱、ainamplitude. The nonlinear charac-
ter包tiawere記sofound担 no凶担問rparamet町、;廿1atis， Pα.s were relatively high 
ov位、せ1eentire region of令市amics位、出namP.江tude，and北 washigh侶 tat 
Y d =1.96弘
H DPE (L.O ・C，γ5=5・ん)
Yd= 0.33"10 0.86・'1.
1.5 
Pa= 0.321 0.212 
LLDPE (L.O・C，γ'5=5 ・ん)
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Fig.3-3 Varねtわれ oftheα抗的uatわ門氏沼'fiDieηtα ωith the. phase αηgle，of the 
d以内捌む段、ai円。 forHDPE fi1ms. Opeησ仇Iesiηdiro.te. the， averロgeα悦円凶均円
∞effiDients iηa given iηtervαL of the， phase。α円gLe， and ooLid Liηes indiDate the 
fundα7隠れtaL∞mponeηtsof Four臼rexpansお九九denotesthe nonLin的 r同万四neter
of the，dyηamicα枕Gれuatわれ∞effiDient
日gηVariationof the，attenua伽 coeff同町 ωt向 ha.sean仰 ofぬ dynanト
む S廿ロine for LLDPE fi加'lSPoints indicate a抗的uatお門伎氾ffiDieηtsobtα仇ed
from each of in白rmi枕entshots; ope円。ケ巴匂sindicate theαverロge，a此enuatioη
α疋'fficieηtsiれ agiven iη臼rvalof the pha.seαηgLe， αnd oolid LiれesindiDate the 
fund倒的向Lcomponents of Fourierωpansio凡 Pa denotes the， nonLinear parometer、
of the dynamiD a抗的ωtわれ coeffむie叫
In Fig.3-3 are shown仕1eanalogous plots for high -densi.ty polyethy lene 
(HDPE) films. The phase di丘町、encesof the dynarruc attenua丘onwiせ1r侶 Pぽtto the 
匂引出厄cs位、ainwere different from thαョefor LLDPE films， as seen加 compぽ'1Son
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with Fig.3-2. The phase differenca for HDPE films wer、ecl侶eto zero， whereas 
thae of LLDPE films were in the fourth quadr、ant(270 to 360 degre包).In other 
wo吋s，廿1e偽市部凶cattenuation coefficient for HDPE films r笛pondsalm侶telasti-
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日g.3-4V均的ηof向 uL'traoonicvel倒防svωithぬ phase叫 Le.of内
dyηamics甘口mθ for LLDPE fi加1.s.Opeηcなで匂sindicaa， the，υelωit担sαtαgiven
的旬、valザ内向G叫比側釦LidLines indica印刷u哨附句l制限附
of Foぱ官、 expansね凡 Pu denotes the. nonLinear par四回terof the d以内ぽηむ υelωity.
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Figs.3-4 and 3-5 show the ul柱、asonicvelα:ity plott吋 against廿1ephase 
angle of dynamic s位、ainfor LLDPE and HDPE films， l侶P配丘vely.Asおseenin廿1e
fi思rra，廿1eul位、お onicvel岡町forbo廿1films variωsinusoidal1y wi白山e令市釧-
ic s廿ain，出1d廿1ephase differenc缶 forboth the filrns lia in廿1e白ちtquadrant. 
But a few differenca are seen between the two films. F主'st，廿1ephぉedifferencsヨ
were cl侶 eto zero for HDPE films， but not for LLDPE filrns. Saond，廿1eな1crease
m廿1eamplitude of廿1esonic velocity wi出 thedynamic s口、ainfor HDPE filrnsお













'Vd = 0.297'1. 0.547・'1.
Py = 0.247 0.033 
0.390・h 0.957・'1.
0.049 0.036 
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Fig.3-5 Vαr匂tわηofthe， uL廿官邸内icvelωity v with the， phaseαngLe of the.dynamic 
s廿百円 θ for HDPE fi伽1.s.OpeπσをむLesiηdi.cate，the velεcit包sαtα giveniη印rval
of the.phaseαηgLe， and ooLid Li円俗的dirotet}沼，fundameη加lωTl(XJnentsof Foぱ'Ier
exlXlnsわ九九 denoasthe. nonLinear]XIr'Q111eter of the.dynamむ velωity，
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3-4 P佃 tiveand Negative Mahanism 
From仕lep同rsicalpo泊tof view， whenev位、materialsare subjぽtedto cyclic 
deformations， all the s位、uctur叫 changashould r侶pondwi廿1a phase difference 
between 0 and 90 degre缶(印廿lef廿stquadrant) with r侶Pぽtto the s柱、ain.Asお
often the case， howev町、 thephase diffぽencedoa not always lie加出e位'st
quadr、ant.This叩 nbe explainedぉ follows: In the明記of which the phase differ-
ence is out of廿le位百tquadrant， there might exist at 1伺sttwo kinds of deforma-
tion mEd1anism contribu丘ngto a given parameter. One mEChanism caus侶加佐臼se
in the pararneter wi由主lCT泊 sings位、出n(問団且廿菌性lep<組tivemechan:isrn). 
Anoせ1町 ca出回ad回明白血廿lep紅、ameter(問団江出sせlenegative mechan:isrIl). 
If 0凶yp但 tivemぽhanismcon廿ibutatoせlequantity during廿lesinusoidal 
武rむn，廿lephase diff位、enceshould be between 0 to 90 degrees. On the contrary， 
if only negati ve mochanism con廿ibuta，廿len廿lephase diff位、ence せlOuldbe 
between 180 to 270 degre侶.If both p姐 tiveand negative mechanism con出 but低
廿lephase difference p促siblylia at any angle， as sugg田ted担 thefollowing 
句uations.To切1varia丘onof the p位、副neterF(t)おaaumooto be expr佳sedby the 
sum of p姐 .tiveand negative contribu丘onsdur担gcyclic s位、ain，せlen
where 
F(t) =φsin(ωt+δp)一(1一φ)sin(ωt+ O n) (3-16) 
= [φcooδp一(1-φ) caδnJ回nωt









δp and δn denote the phase differenc笛 ofp姐 tiveand negative m配hanおm，
r侶Pぽtively，andφ廿lefraction of the p姐 tivem凶 lanism.
In Fig.3-6， four匂予i国 1exampleョofsupぼ1)00凶 wav回 areshown. Theせun
solid and broken lina show廿lewav侶 causedby the p姐 tiveand negative m凶la-
出sm，r回Pぽtivelyand廿lethick lin自由ow廿lesup町、P侶 edwave. Fig.3 -6a shows 
the case泊 whichsmall amounts of negative mechanおmhaving some phase differ-
enc侶(以吋aoelぉ丘c)were sup釘也np侶必 ontolarge amoun也 oIP姐 .tivemecha-
nism having the phase difference of 0 degrea (i.e. elastic). This giva a phase 
angle加廿lefour出 quadrant.Fig.3-6b showsせlecase in which sm叫1
，ー、， C 
日g.3-6Four、typicaLtx1此ernsof the. suμf1X)Sitわ円 ofwaves resulting from POSl-
tive. and neglαtive mahanism. Solid lines SMω the. rωponse.ωave. from positive 
mechaη由化校'Okenlines shω oneιfrom the. negative. mahaη沼町・ αηdooLd liれes
shoωthe. superpositわれωαves.
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剖nountsof negative and elas丘ccon凶 butionwぽ esuper古np侶吋 ontolarge 
amounts of p姐 tiveand viaoelastic contribution. Thおgiv田 aphぉediff erence血
廿1efirst quadrant. Fig.3-6c shows吐1e叩 se訂1which small amounts of pai丘veand 
e泊sticm凶四lISmwere sup町'linp侶吋 ontolarge訓 ountsof negati ve and viaoe-
lぉ丘cm配hanism.This giva a phase diff佐 ence担廿1e廿rirdquadrant. Fig.3-6d 
shows廿1ecase of which small amounts of pα豆tive and viaoelastic conロ吐bu丘on
were super古npa凶 onto泊rgeamounts of negative and elastic mEChanism. This 
giv侶 aphase difference血 thesecond quadrant. 
Asd住町、ib吋 above，廿1ephase difference of the dynamic attenuation coeffi-
cient of HDPE films was in廿1e白'stquadrant. Thおsugg侶ts廿1atthe attenua丘on
coefficient of廿1eHDPE films is gov在百吋 m沼t1yby p<国丘vemEChanism. The p佳子
tivemechar討smm匂Ibe plas丘cdeformation suchおせ1edisl∞ation and廿1eforma-
tion ofせ1eαγ武aldefぽ回 andjorvoids. The genera吐onof such p1ぉticdeforma-
tion is p任回blyexp1ained by吐1efact廿1at廿1eHDPE films con亘stof well-
organizωsph町ulitaandせ1at出eyare diff阻止 toelongate without disruption 
of廿1espheru且tics廿ucture.On the other hand，せ1ephase difference for廿1e
LLDPE films wぉ foundin the four廿1quadrant， sugg信託ng廿1atthe attenuation 
coefficientお influencednot only by p姐丘vemecharlism but also negative one. 
百1enegati ve m凶131lISmcould be orientations of lamellae， α-ystallit侶， and amor-
phous chains， which ause an enhancement of ulせ、asonicpropagation and r侶 ult加
廿1ed町、倒図的 theattenuation coefficient. Also，廿1econ出 butionof廿1ep姻 tive
m配 harlismmust be much smaller than出atfor HDPE films. this small con廿'ibu-
tion of p姐 tive mechaIlISm can be expぽt吋 froma morphological feature of LLDPE 
films. That is， ethyl and longer brancha are not r回dilyaぽomm吋ate血廿1epoly-
ethylene unit cell， leading to the formation of a 1缶詰ーorg自由吋 (disorderedor 
incomp1ete) spherulitic s位、uctぽ侶・ Aωo吋ingly，廿1eαγ説記江t侶 orientmore吐1an
吐1elamellae do without prαjuci.ng a lot of defぽ国 orvoids by drawing. 
The change in the dynamic vel副司F也 nbe aused by the orientations of 
廿1elamellae，αy坑剖lit笛 and釧 orphousch出ns.Acco吋ingtoせ1eprevious rheo-
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optical studi民 21.22)廿1eorientations of lamellae and amorphous chains r侶pond
quickly to廿1edynar凶cstr包n(Le. elぉtic)，w凶1e廿1atofαγ抗心且t白 r回ponds
with a phase lag (i.e. viaoelastic). In addition， the orientation of amorphous 
chains will contribute li坑1ein the strain range白出sstudy. Thus，廿1erelaぱve-
ly large and elastic change in 廿1e匂川副nicvelocity for HDPE films can be 
as2ribed m出n斗rto the lameilae orientation， which r侶 ultsfrom the affine deforma-
tion of spheruliばcsロ~ctur笛.廿1e rela丘、rely~茸nall and viaoe泊sticchange加せ1e
匂市出国cvelα:ity for LLDPE films叩 nbe a.s2ribed to the orientation ofαγ武al-
lit田. Accordingly，廿1eeff配 tof lamellae orientation to the dynamic velocity is 
larger than that of αγstallita orientation. Moreover， the phase diff位、encein廿1e
f主'stquadrant sugg笛 ts廿1atnegati.ve m配hanismsuch as defぽtand void forma-
tion conせibuteli坑1eto仕1echange加廿1evelocity under an缶百llatorydeforma-
tion.η1侶 eoaervati.on and仕1eirint町、preta厄onare also consistent wi出廿1e
morphologi也lf但tur侶~that is， lE溜 -orgar由討spherul北部areformed in the HDPE 
films and lE五百ー organiz吋 spher叫it~ョ areformed in LLDPE f斗ms.
A new apparatus泊 whichultrぉonicvel回 tyand attenuation coefficient can 
be measured under an缶百llatoηrdeformati.on was d侶 igned.It was found that the 
令市amicul位、asonicpelrameters were ob岡山edwi廿1enough aぽ uracyusing the 
apparatus， and廿latせ1eme廿1α:jhas poten丘alas a new t∞1 for仕1estudy of plastic 
deformation in solid polymers. 
3-5 Evaluation af Dyna凶cDensity 
3-5-1 Background 
Densi匂ris dir配t1yre1ated to吐1edegree ofαγ説記五nity23)which aff配ts
properti也 such出仕1eelastic mcxiuli，廿1eimpact坑rength， and廿1emelting po白t.
Thus， densi匂rhas always been aαiterion for characteriz1ng materials. 
It can be expatErl that density vari侶 withdeformation. An exarnination of 


















nism of po~叩凶c solids. Howev町二 thechange in density during deformation can 
not be ob国主1edby usual me出吋ssuchぉ densitygradient sedimentation2'l) or 
flotation. 25) 
Asお wellknown， the sonic velαityお relatedto廿1emodulus and廿1e
density of廿1emateri叫S26.27)(seeEq.(1-3)). On the basis of that relation， there 
have been a number of studi自主1which廿1esonic mαjuli of po~市lericsolids 
been evaluated from the sonic velαity da凶 28-33) Some inv侶丘gatorshave 
found a correlation between the sonic vel恒 tyand density for particular poly-
To my knowledge， however， there has been no report in 
have 
mer勾也tems.18.3-'1.-39)
w凶chdens:i匂， has been determined from廿1emαjulus and the sonic velαity. The 
due to the difficulty of the determination of the lack of such a repo代 maybe 
sonic vel回匂， and廿1emodulus onせ1esame time配 ale.Dtherwise， itmay also be 
due to廿1elarge diff町、encebetween the magnitude of deformation m任:namsm
せ1at白廿1esonic velαity t缶ts，which 加 themahanical t部団組d訂1volv凶
Fig.3-7 Lαttむ'emαjeL ∞mpc沼edof identicaL particLes. Broken Liれ白 show the 
pla.nes of pa吋icLesωheniれ句uiL伽吋ωnωherωsooLid ones shoωthoseωhen parti-
cLes are， dispLaced as for a LoηgitudinaLωave. aお the.spaciηg t凶 ueenpLaηes 
ωhen i口伺uiLibriw凡αηdψ the， dispLacemeηt of the，pLane αtαgiveηdisぬnce.
mak侶廿1e缶百mationambiguous. 36) 
In廿riss配tion，a method for evalua丘ngdensity fromせ1esimul回neous
m伺Sぽ ementsofせ1emαjulus and廿1esonic velcx:ity under an使凶llatorydeforma-
tion will be propaed. 
3-5-2 The位、eticalCons:ideration 
compaed of idenb叩 1particles (使羽llators)of maa M 
(see Fig.3-7). In the figure，αis廿1e句uilibriumseparation between neighboring 
parばd也知廿1edirぽ丘onof propagation of an ul廿asonicwave. Usu剖Jyaお much
は10rterせ1an廿1ewaveleng廿1of廿1eul仕出onicwave， and廿1e
Consid位、 amαjel
where Wnお廿1edisplacement (wave function) of仕1en一世1使rillatorand W口出ewidth of the sound 
first differentiation wi出 respぽtto t. If W n doeョnotchange much from one parti -
cle to the next， then one叩 nuse廿1econtinuum approx却lation，and廿1e何回丘on
the ul柱、asonicwave. Hence， the sonic so山'Ceお long町、廿1anthe wavelen酢hof 
wave can be reg紅、d凶 asa plane wave.26・'1)Let廿1espring cons凶ntand friction 
(3-23) 
of motion for W (x，t)お
入2 と d，O 2 
M一一言¥V(x，t)=Ka2 [1+ムー・一]ー -vo2W(X，t)。し K dtJ ð~ん
conはantbetween n臼r信tparticl侶 beK and ~， r侶Pぽtivey;then， the equation of 
motion for廿1en-せ1任回llatorおおfollows:
問む 2'Pn3予ι =Kα2[qTn-+-1+qTn-1-2Wn] 
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(3-22) + ~ a2 [立1n-+1 + ltn-1 -2ψn] 
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The above equa丘onis廿1ewave equation for vi9::oelastic bcdy. As de:紅、ib副主1the 
Chapter 1. if a is con民antand independent of丘me，the solution of Eq.(3-23)お
W (x.t) = tp oexp [i(ωst-k*x)J ，泊 whichωs and k-are廿1eangular fr句uency
and the wave vぽtor.r庄平ぽtively.The wave vぽtork" will be a complex value for 
吋a侃lastic bcxjy. Th位、efore，廿1e velc:ity v must be a complex value 
(v骨=ωs/k骨). However.廿1eimaginary part叩 nusu剖斗Tbe neglぽ t必.Then the 
sonic vel庄工ityv an be expr任~edby the following悶uation:
ひ=ノ子G (3-24) 
Thus，廿1esonic velc:ityお foundto be independent of fr句uency.In fact， ithぉ
been foundせ1atthe sonic vel矧 tydepends little on廿1efr司uency笛 longas the 
sonic fr悶uency お no北 t∞凶gh.26•'1 1 ) This point was confirmed exp佐世nen同日y.
Fig.3-8 shows a plot of廿1etraveling distana of ul廿asonicwave against廿1e
口、avelingtime for HDPE films. Inせ1efigt江、e， data ob回白吋 usingul位、おonicwave 
hav加gfr句uencyof 150 kHz and 1.4 MHz are invol vほAll吐1epo白tsf心1on a 
S柱、aight日時廿1eslope of which giv侶仕1eultrぉonicvel姐句人 Thisplot indicates 










t x 105 (sec) 
Fig.3-8 PLot of柱、aveHngd~附限切 uLtn制問 ωω邸 against 加ひeLtれg tirnE. t
市.efigure was obtained for HDPE fi7msαt 4σC. Open c廿cLesShDω廿l.e.data ob-
tnined usingサlEuL~廿aronicwaひeof 150 kHzぽ ldcLosed cなでLesthεdataof 14 MHz・
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where Aお廿1earea of cr缶詰 Sぽtionthatお慌たupi吋 byone par丘clein the direご-
Lion perpendicular to廿1epropagation dir配tion.Using Eqs.(3-25) and (3-26)， the 
Eq.(3-24)おrooucedto出ewell known formula: v=疋アi
When the system is subj配 tedto a sinusoidal s官、出n:
y = yoexp(iωot) (3-27) 
廿1edistance αお alsoexpr佳お吋 bysinusoidal function with廿1esame angular 
fr悶uencyω。:
G骨 = a(iω。)y oexp(iωot) (3-28) 
Generally speaking， when αdepends on time， one can not solve the Eq.(3-23). 
However， when廿1efr句uencyofせ1es柱、ainis much lower白血廿1efrequency of the 
sonic vel矧 ty，Eq.(3-23) can be solved by 8ESuming出atα お cons回ntat臼 d
instant of the deformation. That is， the sonic vel姐 tyat each訂百回ntof the 
deforma丘on叩 nbe determinoo by Eq.(3-24). Then， the令市剖凶cvelα:ity v" can be 
expressoo by su国titu出19Eq.(3-28) into Eq.(3-24); 
K _ K 
=一一α骨=一一α(iω。)γoexp(iωot) (3-29) M ~ ~ M 
A回 0吋ingly，せ1evel叫 tyvaria sinusoidally in r缶ponseto sinusoidal ch釦 geof 
thes廿ain.T凶.spo加twas記soconfirmoo exper加 entaUy.As already shown in 
Figs.3-4 and 3-5. Asお expは edfrom Eq.(3-29)， the令市出凶c vel回 tyvarioo
叫m侶 tsinusoidally with出esinusoidal s廿ainand廿1eamplitude of the velocity 
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訂1ぽ伺soowith主1cr閲sings位、ainarnplitude. 
百1es位、任語句nbe剖.80expr佳3800by sinusoidal function with廿1eangular 
frequencyω。:
K _ K 
G 骨 =A a" = A a(iω0) Y oexp(iωot) (3-30) 
The dynarruc mαjulus can be expr任3800by仕1efollowing e<ョua丘on.
E* =与α(iω0) (3-31) 
ItはlOuldbe notOOせ1at廿1es位、Effidoes not depend on廿1emaa of 任回llator
M (an inerぱaterm)， but that the sonic vel恒 tydo侶.百1emaa app問問 to change 
wi廿1the dynarruc deformation. Thatお，せ1eapparent changes in廿1emaa m匂rbe
causOO by generation of def配 tssuch as cracks， disl∞ations， and microvoids， and 
叫.80by orientation of 1arnellae，αγstallit低 andarnorphous chains. The generation 
of def配回 rnayc羽田ed倍、倒sein M， whereas the orientation of polymer chains m匂
cause mcr臼sein M. Hence， M should be位、問t吋 asa complex quantity. 
Cons悶uently，the dynarruc densi匂 ρ骨叩nbe def主100ぉ inせ1efollow担g
equation: 
。骨 M*
Yo- Aα(iω。) (3-32) 
The magnitude of廿1e令市剖凶cdensity (冶nbe句 lα.uat凶 from廿1aeof廿1emcx:lulus 
Eq.(3.・-31)and廿1e令市出回cvel回 .tyEq.(3-24) as follows; 
よ丘二J I E-I 
γ。-( I v-I 7γ。)2 (3-33) 
and the phase difference of廿1e匂引arnicdensity hぉ廿1eform: 
同日8D =回n(8 -28 v) (3-34) 
where 0 and 0 v are廿1ephase differenca of廿1e匂々 1arniCs柱、任:sand sonic vel回-
tywi由民却ぽtto廿1e匂々 1amiCs廿ain，r侶P配位vely.
It should also be point凶 out出at廿1e令引剖厄cdensity廿1USob凶ined
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represents廿1e令市出国cdensi匂rin吐1edirぽtionof sonic wave戸、opagation(or 
S柱、ain).百1em臼訊rrementof the合弓1amiCvelα=ity perpendicular as wellぉ paral-
1e1 to廿1es位、出ndir町民onenab1es us to信回mateせ1e令市出国cPoIfion's ratio. For 
the purpαョe，howev町、， itおnec任:3SarYto use a transient memory wi廿1which one can 
o凶erve廿1eul位、asonicwave釦 atime泊t目val1Effi廿lan0.1 nsに orto use a verγ 
thick samp1e sp恒 men.
Some conditions are r句uiroofor the determination of廿1e匂mar厄cdensity， 
resul丘ngfrom above diaUffiIons. The requirements are summar包吋ぉ follows:(1) 
rhe diameter of廿1eacoustic beam is sufficiently 1arge in comparison 明白廿1e
wavelength of sonic waves and is comparable with the width of sp回menfilms. 
Plane sonic waveお neca:;aryin this appr叩ch.If the sonic waveお ap1ane 
wave， the corraponding mαjulus is Young's mαjulus. (2) The frequency of sonic 
wavesおsufficientlyhigh in comparison with出atof廿1e令市amics位、出n.(3) The 
sonic wave must be a longitudinal elastic wave which depends litt1e on the fre-
quen句人
In廿usstudy，廿1ediamet位、 oftran.sducer wぉ 0.72αn，せ1ewid廿1of the 
sp回 men1.0 cm， the frequency of sonic waveョ150kHz，出1d合庁1ar厄cs位、白 0.05Hz. 
This experimental condition satisfies r句凶remen回 (1)and (2).立 wasexper古nen一
回llyconfirmOO that廿1evelα:ity was independent of the frequency，ぉ mentionOO
above. The velα豆町 wぉ determinOOby the柱、avelingtime of the 佐官twave which 
h部 arrivOOat廿an.sducerafter柱、avelingthrough廿1esample sp但 men.The 住吉t
wave must be 10ngitudinal wave asおverifiOOby theoretical consid位、ation26)(see 
Chapter 1). The thω，ry s匂18that longitudinal wav侶 arefぉt町、 thanall 0廿1er
waveョsuch出仕1esh臼 rand Ray 1eigh wav白血 solids.Furthermore， the sonic 
vel剖丘白 ofpo1.yethy 1en缶 ob凶主1ed訂1this study were comparable to廿1aeof 
po1.yethy len侶 obtainooby Davidse et aL 36) who measurOO廿1eul位、お0凶cvel回w
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DYNAMIC ULTRASONIC STUDIES OF阿ECHANICALNONLINEARITY 
(1) UNDRAWN POLYETHYLENE FILMS 
4-1 In廿oouction.
When a polymeric sp回 menお subj拭吋 toa sin usoidal strain， the raヨult-
ing坑r佳おお notsinusoidal. The deviations from a lin閃 rr邸ponseis gr但 ter白
particular for αystalline polym住吉.The mEChanical nonlin臼ritycan be attribut-
凶 toplastic deformation caused by di豆、up丘onof their supers廿ucture.1)There-
fore， the nonlinearity depends largely on molぽularaggregation武at倍加 the
supers口、ucture.The aim of thおchapterおtoelucidate the nature of the nonlinear 
behavior for undrawn polyeせ1ylene films having spher叫iticsロucturefrom 
S位、ucturalpo釦tsof view. For廿1epurpαョe，the dynamic deformation me:オlanおmin
廿1enonlinear regions was廿1V信tigatedusing the dynamic ul柱、asonicm伺sure-
ments.1n廿lISchapter， the non五n臼 rityis r侶出ctedto that observed at rather 
small s位、ainsunder which macr促~opic naking cannot be rぽogniz叫 and叫so
above r∞m temperature，せ1atis， in the alpha dispersion region. The no凶担問rity
under large配 aledeformation w出 bediaussed in the Chapter 6. 
Many morphological studies have been carried out on polyethylene films. 
The morphology of the bulk-αγ誌記且zedpolyethyleneお brieflyd伎はせbedbelow. 
The supers廿U伎は、eof the polyethy leneお usuallyspher叫itic2)日ththe b-axis 
dirぽtedalong the radius and wi廿1the a-and c-axeヨhelicoidallyoriented per-
pendicular to the b-axis with more-or-lEffi radial 0吋er.め Theb-axおお believed
to lie in the dirぽtionof廿1eextension of廿1elamellae. The stretching of polyeth-
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yleneお aaornpaniedby deforrnat:ion of sph町、ulit白.-'1) The deforrnat:ion is not 
simply affine. It involv出 αγ坑alreorientation within the deforrn必 sph町、ulite.
The reorientat:ion prαご任Eおnotthe sarne throughout廿1espherulite. The princ:ipal 
m凶laIlおmat small deformat:ion in the句uatorialpart of the spherulite has been 
p侶 tulat吋 tobe a twおtingof the larnellae about their b-axis 80 as to turn廿1ec-
axis (chain clir配tion)tow紅せ廿1e位retch主19clir配丘on.;'0) In the 450to polar parts 
of the spher叫ite.8hear古19of the larnellae leads to chain tilt wi廿1r侶Pぽtto the 
lameilar plane. 
It iおse奴xp配tω 廿出1a杭tp叫l笛 t丘ヰcdeぱfo∞，rm、~IT刊a旧丘O∞n 訂加1polyethy lene wゾ孔l丘i叫llb民e訂血1fluenc臼吋1 
by t出hea姥ggr陀e句gat厄io∞nstate of αγst凶al江li北t侶 i白ns卸pheぽ工r、叫l
depends largely 0∞n吐油1ぬor吋tb祉Iranch回加 polye仕zylene rnoleご:ul侶 .10.1)Hence， the 
blend films of high density and linear low density μIlye廿zyleneョwereemployed. 
4-2 Exper加 ental
4-2-1阿武也ia1s
High density (lin閲 r)polyethylene (HDPE) and linear low density polye廿1-
ylene (LLDPE)， ethylenejbutene-1 copold叩er，were suppli凶 fromMitsui Pe口、0-
chem. Inc. Ltd. The number and weight average moleコularweigh出， and their rat:io 
were 1.3 X 10-1， 7.0 X 10-'1， and 5.4 for the HDPE， and 1.4 X 10-1，1.0 X 10n， and 7.6 for the 
LLDPE. The LLDPE polyrn町、scontain ethyl brancha of about 3.7 per 100 backbone 
car、bonatoms. 
Pellets of the two polyrners were blend吋聞社1V紅白uspropor丘onsin a 
801ution of xylene at 110
0 
C. The polyrners w位、epr回 pi凶tedin metbyl alcohol and 
d吐edin a vacuum oven at r∞m temperatl江、e.They were melt pr任Eed担 alaborato-
rypr任追for 10 mな1.at ca. 200"C and a.100 kgjcm2. The films prepared by quenching 
廿1epolymer melts into ice-water ba出 (00C) wぉ provid凶 forthe measurement. The 
following comp姐 tionswer、eemploy凶:A100jCO， A75jC25， A50jC50， A25jC75， and 
AOjCI00. (Cαje A denot回世1eHDPE， cαje C廿1eLLDPE， and numeral the percent-
age by weight of廿1emater吐叫s.)
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4-2-2 Characterization af Film Spa:imen 
Density of廿1equenched films wぉ determな1edby a flotation methαj.12) The 
binary mOOium prepared from v紅白usrati.侶 ofdistilled wat町 andethyl alcohol 
was usoo. The densit:ia of A100/ CO， A 75 j C25， A50 j C50， A25/ C75， and AO j C100 
were 0.943， 0.930， 0.925， 0.920， and 0.912 gjαn3， givingせ1edegrea ofαγ坑記且.ni-
ty13-15) of 60.7， 51.7， 48.7， 44.8，紅1d39.3丸r田Pぽt:ively.
Light配atteringpictura wer、etaken using a photographic cam位、aunder 
the Hv polarizat:ion conditi.on (polarizati.on dirぽtionお Vぽticalwiせ1an an叫yz町、
白 horizon回1dirぽばon).A He-Ne 1ぉerof waveleng廿1632.8nm wぉ used.The Hv-
light配 atteringpictur侶 showoothe so-c叫100"four-Ieaf cLover" pattern for叫i
the films (see Fig.4-1)，訂1dicating廿1eformat:ion of spherulita. The patt位、nof 
HDPE films wぉ d伺 rand主1tense，主1dicatingせ1atsph也、ulit侶 arewell-organized. 
A/C 100/0 A/C 75125 A/C 50/50 
十A
A/C 25175 A/C 0/10 
Fig.4-1 Hv-Light g:沼抗的れgpa抗ernsfor HDPE(A)， LLDPE(C)，ぽ d 廿沼irbLend 
fi1ms αt room tempemture. 
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Onせle0廿lerhan<L出epattern of LLDPE films was faint and diffused，主ldica出 19
廿mtsphぽ叫it侶 arela:s-ぽganized(主1C側 p1eteor disorせered).官leoaerva丘ons
are∞nsistent wiせ1廿leprevious位1dings16): eせ1y1 or 10nger、branch缶庄、enot 
aα:!Ommαjated in廿1epo1yethy 1ene unit cel. 
Hv patterns of A75jC25 and A25jC75 films showo. overlapping of two 
siz缶 offour-1eaf clov町、patt佐官S.Thおdualpattern m匂rr侶ult在、omtwo different 
siz田 ofspherulit侶.Such a dual patt在、nwぉ notseen in A50 j C50 f臼ms.It should 
be mention副社1at廿leoaervation of a sing1e four-1eaf clov町 patternお notan 
組問uatepr，∞f of c但 γ誌記且.zation.官latis， if separate cry説副Sare formo. be-
tween廿lecomponen也，廿1在、eおap佳起b江itythat廿1侶eαγ説副sm匂rbe註1∞'rporat-
dな1a s:ing1e kind of spherulite， as demons位、ato.by Stein et aL.16-18) 
D戸四国CmEcllanical properti包 Wぽedeterminoo.明白 adirぽ t-reading
偽弓131凶c吋a叫.astometer，Rhωlvibron M<rlel DDVIIc (Toyo Baldw主1Co. Ltd.).阿倍S-
uremen回 were∞nductedat 110Hz between -1500 and ca.1000 C. The samp1e時任:imen
wぉ c∞10.from r∞mt倒問、atureto -1500 C and su回向uent1yslow 1y heato. up at a 
rate of ca. 10 C j min. Inせ1em侶 surement， boせ1static and dynarruc s位、ainare quite 
small;∞nsequently，吐le吋aoelぉticpropertisョofmaterials behave 1in但r1y.
Figs.4 -2 and 4 -3 show仕letempぽaturedependena of廿1e令直amicm<rlulus 
E' ，廿le1a:s mcrlulus E"， andせle1a:s tangent tanδfor all廿lefilms. Asおap開 r-
ent from仕lefigura，せlreedi勾日百onp句協， namely廿lealpha， beta， and gamma 
di勾ぼ百on，are s偲n. Onせlegamma p偲 kappearing at廿le10w侶 ttemp住 ature
(ca -110
0 
C)， no significant diffぼ-enaお seen釧 ong廿lefilms.官邸 isplausible 
s:inaせlegamma di将位、sionおaa伺.atedwi廿1a m主1utevibration of 1cx沼1elemen回
of廿lecha泊-segmen凶1motion.19•20) Onせ1ebe凶 di勾位百onap開紅ingat ca. -200C 
for剖10出町、 filmsexapt A100jCO films， its magnitude inぽ関sffiwith註lCT関 sing
せle∞ntentof LLDPE. Thお is∞nsistentwi出せ1eprevious sugg信託on21•22• 吐le
be凶 d将位、sionおaaociat凶 wi廿1廿lerotationalおomerismof movement of branch-
a. On廿lealpha di早住宅辻on，廿1etemperature at its maximum chang剖 wide訪問せ1
HDPEjLLDPE∞mponent. For LLDPE films，せlealpha di勾ersi.onap}:児庄、sat 
ca.40。ー50
0
C，せ1atfor HDPE films at ca. 80。一1100C，and廿latfor b1end films at 
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Fig.4-2 VIαrむtwηofthe， mahani.cal説orage，mαiuLu.sE'αηd Loss ma1uLus E" with 
tempemture， for the. HDPE(A)， LLDPE(C)， and廿teirbtend fi初lS.The， fr伺 uency
usedωas 110 Hz. 
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Fig.4-3 V位、iaぬれofmah.anicaL loss taれgentぬれδ with tempemture.far HDPE( A)， 
LLDPE(C)，ぽ 1.d廿児'1rbLend fi7ms廿回frequencyused was立.0Hz. 
せ1e訂1term倒iatetemp町att江、信.The alpha dispe.rsionおconsideredto be aaα:iated 
wi出せ1edeformation of CTY誌記lit侶 such出凶世ngofαγ坑allitaand twistlllg of 
lamellae.2~ - 26) Such deforma丘oncan be 8柱、onglyinfluenced by the alignment 
(or packing) of ぽystallita加廿1espher叫ita.Thus， itお sugg侶 tedthat廿1e
αγ武allita剖ign(or pack) in the different m出mersamong the films. 
Tensile t部tswer、ealso carried out at r∞m temperature using TenEdlon 
UTM-4L (Toyo Baldwin Co. Ltd.) (see Fig.4-4). The drawing叩eedwぉ 2αn/m主1.A 
significant yield ap開ar凶 onthe 8廿鎚-8位、aincurva of A100/ CO and A 75/ C25 
whereas no yield on廿1ecurva of A25 / C75 and AO / C100. The αlrVe of A50/ C50 

























Elong. Speeds 2cm/ mi n. 
100 150 200 
5trai n (。ん)
日g.4-4SケG邸-s廿uiη curue，far HDPE(A)， LLDPE(C)， and their bLend fi初出 αt
町刃mtemperoture. 
The ul口、asonicattenuation coefficient and仕1evelocity w位、em但suredin
吐1etemp位、aturerange between r∞m temperatt江、eand 1000 C (see Figs.4-5 and 4-6). 
The attenuation coefficient釦ぽ伺S笛 withincr臼singtemperatur、efor剖1the 
fiJms. The more廿1eLLDPE content，廿1ehigher the attenuation coefficientお.The 
ul仕出onicvelocity， on the other hand， d町、easawith inぽ回singtemp也、aturefor 
叫l廿1efilms. The moreせ1eLLDPE content，廿1elower the velα:ityお.
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百1eな1CT閲sein attenuation and廿1ed町、個se主1Vel岡町 r侶ult在、om廿1e
"softening" due toせ1einα、問民主1temperatur、eandjor血 LLDPE∞mponen回.The 
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100 Fig.4-6 Tempemture， dependeru:e， of uL:廿asoni.cυeZ民 ityfor HDPE(A)， LLDPE(C)， and fheir bLend fi;加lS.
Fig.4-5 Temperature 必同ndence， of α此G円uatわπα沼'fi.cient for HDPE( A)， 
LLDPE(C)， and their bLeηd fi伽lS. 4-2-3 Dynamic阿ochanialand optiω1 Coefficien也
The dynamic mochanial properti缶 and仕1e匂引amicbirefringence were 
m伺suredat 300， 400， and 500C simul回nωuslywith廿1e令市arrucul位、aso凶cvelα:ity
and attenuation. The dynamic pararnet住吉 were determ江1edfrom the f廿stharmonic 
term白仕1eFouri位、 expansionof th回edynamic r侶ponses，ぉ d庄町ibedin 
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4-3 R田ul回 andDiauaion Chapter 3. The amplitude of仕1ecomplex mcx1ulus I E~ I and仕1ephase diffぽence
8 1 were determ主100from廿1e匂明日凶cm凶 1aru但 1m臼surements.The amplitude of 
4-3-1句nru困c阿ahanicaland Optil回 1Proper対笛
In Fig.4-7， the dynamic m凶 1anialcoefficients for剖1せ1efilms are plot-
tOO against the dynamic 8廿ainamplitude. The aaolute value of complex modulus 
I E;:I incr閲sedwi白血ぽ閲singHDPE content at each temp位、ature， and it de-
δ81 were the complex 8位、ainoptial coefficient 
det町出1edfrom the喝なlamiCbirefringence m関surements.P姻 tive
means that廿1e8位、ainlags the 8位、任:Eor birefringence by廿1ephase ang1e δ1. or 
δ13~ δ1 or 
I K;:I and the phase difference 
and 8 l3lt r笛P配丘vely.Also，せ1emocharual and opticaユno凶却伺rparameters P 0 
P.d were釦廿αjuc“おam回sureof mocharucal and optical nonlin泊 ritia， r侶pEC- I Ei I d倍、問sOO
increasing廿1e匂々 1ar厄C8柱、ainamplitude and吐1ed師、個se血 IEi I wぉ gr臼ter
for films hav主19high町、 HDPEconten也.Th白血diatathat出e8仕ain-dependent 
wi廿1the Furthermore， lIlcreasing temperature. with creased 
tively. 27) The nonlinear parameter :is defin吋 asthe total deviation of experimen-
non以n泊rityお gr切 terfor HDPE-rich films. However， the nonlinear parameter、s
except thae of the γd Po's were ex廿emelysmall and alm侶 tindependent of 
A100/CO and A75/C25 f江msat 300 C. The low P 0 
回18位、部 wave(or birefringence wave) from廿1efundamental wave of 節、任追 (or
birefringence) over one cycle. The dynamic r'信ponse:isalways nonlinear when the 
nonlin伺rparamet住吉お notzero; however， the raponseお notalways linear when 
means廿1at廿1etime-dependent 
no叫主1閲丘句T:is low. 
the nonlinear parameterお zerob偲ausethe p町出net町、 baom侶 zerowhenevぽ仕1e
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Birefringence meaurements were泊目吐00out using a He-Ne laser (632.8 
nm). The 1ぉerb伺 m:is polarizOO by a polariz位、 at450 to the 8位、etchingdirぽtion，
paae:ョthroughせ1esample and an an記.yzeroriented perpendicular to the polariz-
er， and paaa into a photomultiplier.廿1e柱、出国厄tt吋加tensity:is raordErl by a 











where T and r areせ1e位、ansmittOO泊tensityand the reta吋ation，and A the arbi-
位、arycons凶nt.
。
匂d(・'1.)(4-2) Aη=(λr )/(2πd) 
at differモれ.ttem-Fig.4-7 Dynαnic s廿ロ仇d停 G門deηce.of I E引， tαηδヱ，ぽldPo 
perロturesfor HDPE(A)， LLDPE(C)，αηd their bLend f伽lS.
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αγ託allit侶 withinlamellae and amorphous chains will 江~ur.5.28 - 32 ) The lamel-
lae orientation leads to a negative birefringence b配auseof廿1eorientation of b-
axお.The orientations of cry誌記liteョandamorphous chains， on廿1e0廿1erhand， 
主1addition to廿1ev:iaぽlastic廿1eelastic orientation of lamellae 
lead to廿1ep姐丘vebirefringence as a consequence ofせ1eorientation of c-axお.
The 8Uperp侶出onof p姐 tive and nega丘vecon廿ibu丘onscaus包廿1eph出 elag 
with the s廿ain，i.e. a negative回nδ131，(888 Fig.3-6a). Thus consider叫 thenega-
A25C75 A50C50 A75C25 
;加す
〆y~
tive tanδ 出 can be related to the completen径三ヨ of the spheruli tic s位ucture.
Accordingly， the r侶ultsfor凶nδ 1'31indicate that the spherulitic structure 
becomes more complete as the HDPE content inα、eas回.
The optical norilinear parameter Pfl depended little on Y d 
zer、ofor a1l廿1efilms釦 spiteof the fact that 1 K; 1 ex柱、emelyin佐伯sedwith 
Y d' The higher the HDPE content， the greater廿1edependence of廿1e
d戸1ar厄cstrain on I K; 1 was.廿1侶 er侶 ultssugg侶 t廿1at廿1eoptiω1 no叫却臼r-
ity is not time-dependent but s柱、ain-dependentand also that the s廿ain-depend-















3 2 。012 
γd(・'1.)
2 
ent non立nearityare gr臼 teras the HDPE content inα、eas侶.
Fig.4-8 Dynami.c s廿aindependence‘of 1 K;I，凶nδ l::J:b ぽ uiPO at different tern-
Pぽ‘aturesfor HDPE( A)， LLDPE(C)， and their bLend fiLms. In concl usi.on，せ1emechanical and opti叩 1nonlin泊 riti侶 b配amegr臼 terfor 
せ1efilms having higher HDPE content. The nonlinearities were considered to be 
dependent of the completenES3 of the αystallites alignment in spherulit回.
for bo廿1
4-3-2 Dynarrnc Attenuation Coefficient 
Figs.4-9 shows two匂rpicalvariations of the amplitude of匂rnamica坑enu-
a丘oncoefficient with r信Pぽtto吐1e匂mar凶cs柱、ainamp立tudeat different temper-
ature. One is for the A75/C25 films (a)， and another for the A25/C75 films (b). As 
is obvious from the figura， 1α; 1 incr関 sesno凶血伺rlywith Y d 
films: 1α;' I curved downward in the low Y d range， and then increas白日n臼 rly
h廿1ehigh Y d range. The tempぽaturedependence， however， wぉ ciaaifiedinto 
two cas邸， depending on the HDPE content. For廿1eA75/C25 films， Iα;1 be-
comeョlowerwi由主1creasingtemperature，部品own加 Fig.4-9a. Thおtemper、ature
In Fig.4-8，せ1eopti叩 1coefficien回 areplo抗日jagainst the dynamic s仕組n
釧 plitude.As廿1eLLDPE content訂1creas侶，せ1eatぉolutevalue of廿1ecomplex 
strain -optL叩1 of orientation be坑町、reflぽtingI Ki I incr伺 ses，coefficient 
αγ説記lit自白1damorphous ch出ns.
It should be not凶廿1attan 0 l31 was negative for a且 thefilms and it 
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approaオ1吋 zeroas吐1eLLDPE-content incrぬS伺 orぉ廿1etemp位、ature主lcr関邸主
The negati ve回nδ131indicat侶廿lat廿1ebirefringence lags behind廿1eapplied 
s:inusoidal s位、ain.Thisおinterpret吋部 follows:When polyethylene films having 
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Fig.4-9 V，凶 αtわηof1α:;'1ωith dyηα化政ロiη ampLitudeγdfor A75jC25αnd 
A25jC75 fi伽l.S.
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dependence w部副soseen加 theA100jCO and A50jC50 films. For the A25jC75 
films， on廿1eother hand， 1α:;' 1 baom侶 g、白t位、 wi白血ぽ但singtemp位、ature， as 
shown加 Fig.4-9b.T凶stemper、atl.江、edependence wぉ alsoseen in廿1eAOjC100 
films. This difference in temp位、aturedependence of Iα:;'1 iscl泊 rlydemon-
S位、at凶加 Fig.4-10.The figure shows the valua of 1αii atγdニ1.2先plo坑剖
against the blend ratio at different temperatl.江、白・Also，as shown in Fig.4 -10，せ1e
more廿1eHDPE content，せ1ehigher 1 ai' 100ごoma.
fYd = 1. 20/，。
0.2 。300C 









01100 25/75 50/50 75/25 10010 
A/C 
Fig.4-10 Vぽln.tおれof 1 a i 1 with bLend rotiρat Y d of L2 % at different旬mper-
atures. 
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Fig.4-11 shows廿levariation of廿lephase difference of廿le匂司自国ca仕en-
uation coefficient wiせ1r回Pぽtto廿le匂弓lamiCs位、ainamplitude at different tem-
peratur侶.Inせlef:沼町、e，せle令市出nics柱、ain釧 plitudeY d おtaken血性leradial 
dir町民onand廿lephase angle δAl is taken泊廿lecountぽ -clockwisedir配ばon.
Asお seenfrom Fig.4-11，δAl'S of Al00jCO and A75jC25 films， i. e. 
HDPE-rich films， are around zero degre句 india出19出atせleattenuation coeffi-
cient increasa叫m侶tin phase wi出せledynamic s位、出n.Thαョeof LLDPE-rich 
films，on廿le0せlerhan~ in particular for A25 j C75 are around 180 degr、ees，血di-
ating that出eattenuation coefficient d~閣sæ 叫m侶t 加 phasewi出廿le令市arn-
ic s位、ain.As mentioned釦 Chapt位、 3，仕le主lcreaseな1せleattenuation coefficient 
will be as:xibed toま沼抗eringassociato. wiせ1αγ抗aldefぽ匂 andjormiα'ovoids 
which are causoo on廿les位、e凶1ingpr∞任:sduring a cycle deforma世on.The de-
E関sein廿leattenuation will be as:xibed to廿leorienta丘onof lame1lae，αγ坑al-
lit侶.and amorphous ch出ns， since廿leorienta丘onenhanca the ul位、おonicwave 
pro開gation.
Th侶epoints will be approvo. by the morphological feature whethぽ丘ghtly
or loaely cr四回目it信心ignin the spherulita. In the ase of HDPE-rich fil.rnS印
whichαγ抗心且t包叫igntightly or well-org紅白叫 sph町、uli丘cstructur、ed:isrup出，
whenせlespherulit侶 deform.The disruption aぽ ompani白出eformation ofαγs凶l
defぽtsand miα'ovoids. The gr但 tぽ !α;I at lowぽ temp也、atl江、a may be 
as::ribEd to be坑erforma世onof defぽtsand rruα'ovoids at low位、 temperatur邸・In
廿lease of LLDPE-rich films訂lwhichαy説記litaalign loaely， on廿le0出町、
hand廿le白γ武allit信組djor molaular cl冶主18叩 norient wiせl0utdisr、up出19
sph町、ulita.As a r偲ult，廿leattenuation coefficient d圧::reasaon s位、etc凶ngprαコー
缶詰.The gr、飽ter Iα~ I at higher temper、atur包 m勾rbe a::ribed to be悦也、 orienta-
tion at higher、temp位、atura.
Some 8 Al'S lie in廿lesaond and fourth quadrant. The ph笛 edifference 
indicat自由atbo出 p姐 tiveand negative deformation mahanism con出 buteto廿le
attenuationα児f乱.cient:one is廿lep侶itivedeformation mahanism by which the 























Fig.4-11 V位協tionof th2. phase. difference， ofth2， dynami.c Qi坑enuatiDn伎泡ffi.cient
with dynami.c sむ'O.i;れ句叩ILitudeat diffぽent旬mper‘atures.Th怠 dyn.ami.cs位、aln
ampLitude， Y a is taken仇 the，md:iaL d柱、白tionand th怠 phase，differena，δAZ lS 
taken in th怠∞uれ悦r-cLc氾~kw治ed廿ぽtiρ九
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The attenuation coefficient varies behind about 180 degr、eeswi出 r侶Pぽtto 
廿1e令市amics仕出nat 10w位、舟守lamiCs位、出narnplitud侶， on廿1e0吐1erhand，廿1e
attenua丘onvar吐自主1phase at higher dynarnic s位、ainarnplitudes. In廿1eint位、me-
diate dynarnic s位、ainrange ( Y d = 1.54 to 1.84先)，the attenuation had two maxima in 
m配h釘lISmby which the attenuation cafficientお 10w町、ed.T凶spo血tお rev伺 l凶
on the p10t of甘1eattenuation cafficient vs.廿1ephase ang1e of令市amicstrain at 
500C for the A50jC50 films (see Fig.4-12). In Fig.4-2， the open circle indicates the 
av位、ageattenua丘oncafficients in a given interval of phase ang1eθ， and solid 
gradually 
chang笛 fromnegative one (p1ぉticdeformation) to p姐 tiveone (orientation) wi出
increasing廿1e合な1arniCs位、ainarnplitude. 
m配 h包lISmdeformation 廿1e廿1atsugg笛 t?白ultsTheヨeone cycle. Fourier expansion. lin侶廿1efundarnental component in 
4-3-3 Dynamic m柱、おonicWave Vel回 ty.
Fig.4 -13 shows the variations of the amplitude of廿1e匂司自nicul柱、部onic
vel凶匂 Ivii wi仕1the匂引出厄cs位、出namplitude at 400 C for all廿1ef江ms.Asお
obvious from廿1efigure， I v;I 担ぽ伺seslinear ly 副社1Y d.白 which廿1eslope of 
line increases wi白山町伺singHDPE content. The slope was also found to be 
= 2.43・'/0
1.4 




greater at 10wer temp佳、aturぬ although廿1efigur侶 arenot shown h町、e.The high 
。
I v;I at10wer temperatur宙 forHDPE-rich films can be related toせ1eir
high mcx:iulus (see Fig.4-7). 
In Fig.4-14，せ1ephase difference of廿1e命羽創出cvel叫 tywith r侶Pぽtto 
せ1e令市出回cs廿出nare p10tted against廿1e匂な1ar厄cstrain剖nplitude.Asお shown
in the figure，δVl li信社1廿1ef主ちtquadrant (0 to 90 degre侶)for叫1the films. 
For HDPE-rich films， δVlお ne町、odegrees in who1e γd range and at剖ltemp町一









atur侶， whereas for LLDPE-rich films it tends to approach 90 degre笛お
increases. The tendency is more pronounced at high町 temperatures.Thおな1dicat侶
thatせ1e匂弓1arniCvelαity for HDPE-rich films r邸pondse1話回国llyto令市出nic
S柱、出n，wh町臼sthat for LLDPE-rich films r侶pondsviaoelぉtically.




0 1.2 360 0 




mαjulus due to廿1eorientation of lamellae， αγstall北町 arnorphouschains， and so 
on. As de:迎、ibEd血 theprevious chaptぽ (sees配tion3-3)，廿1eorientation of 
360 180 
9 (deg.) 
1amellae 3ff配 tspredominantly廿1eul口、asonicvelαity.In廿1ecase of廿1ef斗ms
having high町、 HDPEcontent (or at 10w位、 temperature)，the 1arnellae加 which
匂引arnicvelαityr侶pondselastically. In廿1e但 seof廿1efilms hav訂19high町、
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Fig.4-12 Varむ訂onofα抗的uatわれα)efficieηtα with phaseαηgIe，of the dynamic 
s廿uiηforA50jC50 filTr侶 atdifferent dyηαηむ S廿uiηαnpLitude.The，opeπcircLes 
iηdicate the avemge a此enuatわ口 α沼'fficieηtsin a giveηintervaL of the， pha.se 
ang Le， and roL立iLi円邸 indicate，the fundamentaLωη(:xmeηts in FOUl、白rexpa円説。凡
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LLDPE content (or at highぽ temperatur缶)， on廿le0出ぽ hand，廿lelamellae in 
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γd(句。)
2 4 
Fig.4-14 Vぽ intiDれofthe， phase difference，of dynamic uL'かa.son:む υeLccity with the 
dynamむ s廿ainfor HDPE (A)jLLDPE (C) bLend fiIms at 3ぴ， 4，σ，and5σc. 
。 2 3 
匂'd(0/0) 
4 
Fig.4-13 Vぽ加訂onof I v ~I with dyηαπむ S甘口仇 αnpLitude， Y dαt 40 C for 
HDPE(A)， LLDPE(C)， and t}回irbLend films. 
4-3-4 Dynamic D包囲ty
Asお reported白 theprevious chapt町， the dynamic density，甘沼tお，せ1e
匂rn宙厄cchanga加 densityduring a sinusoidal deforma丘on，切nbe evaluated 
from the匂明白血 ul廿ぉonicvelα:ity and the匂々 lamiCmcrlulus. In Fig.4 -15， the 
amplitude of the dynamic density per unit dynamic strain， Iρ; I jYd お plot-
t吋 againstthe dynamic s位、ainamplitude for剖l廿lef乱ms.Asおobviousfrom廿le
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廿1edensi匂1d位、切S侶 elぉti伺 lly(or in phase) wi廿1廿1e匂司自nics位、ain.The de-
ぽ臼se加せ1edensity叩 nbeaま::ribedto廿1eformation of αγ坑aldef配tsand 
microvoids， b配ausetheir formation leads to volume expansion in廿1estreぽ山g
主1dicat自由atthe 
density inぽ伺S自主1phase wi廿1廿1e令市町凶cstrain. The increase白 densi匂r叩 nbe 
aS:Y吐bedto the orien凶ばonof lamellae，ぽystallit侶， and / or amorphous chains， 
b配auseせ1eirorientations lead toは1einぽ聞記泊themaa in廿1es位、etch血gdire:コー
tlOn. 
Itお concludedfrom above d.:iau.S3ion that the predominant m討 lamsmfor 
the HDPE rich films must be the formation of crys回1def町出 andITUcrovoids 
whereas predominant on侶 for廿1eLLDPE-rich films must be出emolocular orien-
tation. Thおisconsistent 
A75/C25 A50/C50 A25/C75 AO/Cl00 Al00/CO 
t'・ ....-. 「・---.~ー







dirぽぱon.The phぉedifference of 0 degre町 onthe other hand， 
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wi廿1the r回ultsof dynamic attenua丘oncoefficient and 
匂布団nicvelα均 1m伺訊rrements.
2 。。1 2 










Fig.4-15 Variation of dynamic densityαnplitude， per unit dynamic stroi;れ αnpLi-
tude Iρ; I / Y d Wi廿ldynamic s:廿aiれ Yd for HDPE (A)， LLDPE (C)， and their 
bLend fiLmsαt3ぴ， 4ぴ，and5ぴc.
figure，せ1emagnitude of廿1edynamic density Iρ;-1/γd 
2g/cm3. The dynamic density d町、問seswl廿1increasing dynamic s柱、ainamplitude 
for心1廿1efilms. The d師、easeforせ1eHDPE-rich filmsおgreat位、thanせ1atfor the 
had an 0吋erof 10-




In Fig.4-16，せ1ephぉediff町enceof廿1e匂引出nicdensity wiせlr邸P配 tto廿1e
令市出回cs柱、出nおplo坑剖 against廿1e令市白厄cstrain訓 p江tudefor all the films. 
Vぽせ:atioれ ofthe， phase， difference of dynamic density with dynamic 




δL)1 for HDPE-rich films is around 180 degr、e侶，
g、eesat high位、 temperatur侶・ Thephase difference of 180 degre自主1dicate:ョせ1at
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As is obvious from廿1efigure， 
wher関 S廿1atfor廿1eLLDPE-rich fi1ms 90 to 180 degr、eesat 300 C and 0 to 90 de-
4-4 Summary 
In this chapter， the nonlinear viaoelastic properti侶 ofundrawn polyeth-
y lene films having spherulitic s廿uct官邸 wereinv信託gatedusing廿1e令市出回c
ultrぉonicmeasurements. The quenched films of HDPE， LLDPE， and廿18Irblends 
were used in吐血 inves丘gation.The higher the content of HDPE，廿1egr回 tぽ the
no凶主1但 rityof仕1e匂々 1arniCmahani叩 1propertieヨWお.The change加廿1e令市剖nic
ul位、おonicquantities for HDPE-rich films was found to be aused by the plastic 
deformation such as the formation of rnicro-voids and cry武aldef配ts;on the other 
hand廿latfor LLDPE-rich films by the orienta丘onof lamellae and / orαγ武al-
lites. Thus，廿1elEfl3 non五n臼 rityin LLDPE-rich films団 nbe aarib吋 to廿1efact 
廿latlamellae andj orαγ坑allitaan orient without disr、uptingspher叫itic託ruc-
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CHAPTER 5 
DYNA阻 CULTRASONIC STUDIES ON MECHANICAL NONLINEARITY 
(2) DRAWN POLYETHYLENE FILMS 
5-1In柱吋uction
In the preコ吋ingchapter， ul位、asonicpropertia of undrawn films of high 
density polyethylene (HDPE)， and linear low densi句 pOlyethylene(LLDPE)， and 
their blends，記ユ ofwhich have spherulitic structure， were m但 suredund也、使rilla-
tory deformation and the nonlinear viaoelasticity was examined. The nonlinear吐-
ty appear訂19on HDPE and HDPE-rich films was found to be aar'ib吋 toplastic 
deformation suchぉ formationof miα'ovoids andαγ坑aldefぽ也 causedby disrup-
tion of spherulita. The dynamic m配hanicalpropぽtiafor LLDPE and LLDPE-
rich f斗ms，onthe other hand， was rather linear. Thお lin伺 rbehavior was under-
stocxi血 termsof deformation m配har1ismwhich lead to lamellae arld/orαγはallita
orientation without di豆、uptingsph町u江丘cs位、uctura.
The mahanical non江n切 rity剖80app臼rson drawn films of HDPE， LLDPE， 
and their blends. However， the non且n切丘町 will be different from吐latfound in 
undrawn films since uniaxal drawn polyethylene films have a different匂rpeof 
super武ructure(臼.fibrous structure). 1ー の)The purpae of吐血武udyis to charac-
terize the mahanical nonlin泊 rityapp臼 ringon drawn films by m切nsof令市訓ic
ul柱、asonicmeasurements. 
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alpha ili母ersionof drawn blend films is a single pe出， india出19せlat廿leHDPE 5-2 Exper古nental
and LLD PE polymers are COCTyStallizErl 8) 
5-2-1 pr句arationaf Drawn F宜ms
HDPE and LLDPE poJ，y羽l住吉田凶印せ出抗udyw位、eidentil叩 1to廿1侶 e泊
the previous chapter. De回斗sof the materia1s， blending meth叫 and廿leprepara-
tion of quench吋-filmshave alr、白匂， been d任ロibed血 Chapter4. 
films were uniaxially drawn at 500 C by a hand s位、etch町、 unば1a major portion of 
As-quenched 

















carried out. The 
draw ratia of廿ledrawn films thus ob切羽吋 were1000完forA100/CO (HDPE)， 
700見forA 75/ C25， 600見forA50/ C50， 450先forA25 / C75， and 450おforAO/C100 
(LLDPE)， approximatezy. 
5-2-2 Char配 terizationaf日lmSp回men
Dyn創出cmahanical proper丘侶 ofdrawn films were measured with Rheovi-
bron Mαjel DDV-llc (Toyo Baldw白 Co.，Ltd.).The m臼 sur倒 entwas倒立吐edout at 
for more than three weeks before廿ledynamic measurements were 
110 Hz between -1500 and 1100 C. Figs.5-1 and 5-2 show廿letemp位、aturedependence 
for叫lof廿le命弓lamiCmαjulus E'， the lCffi modulus E"， and the la:話回ngenttan 8 
廿ledrawn films. Asおobviousfrom廿lefigurぬ onzythe two ili勾ersion，せlegarnma 
and alpha ili勾住、sionsare seen and廿lebe凶 dispersionilisappearち.Morωver， itお
noted凶at廿lealpha ili勾ersionhぉ amore司市lme出 calshape in drawn films than 
in廿leundr、awnfilms (see Fig.4-3). 
150 100 50 -50 1ー507 




a fibrous s口、uctureby drawing. Thus， the drawing pr∞es3 induCffi a large配ale
chain reorganization: amorphous chains are in∞'rporated into廿lemicro-fibrous 
structure. Consequency，せlebe凶 dispersionw凶chお aaα:iatedwi廿1amo叩hous
chainsおdepr佳sedby drawing. The complex shape of the alpha disper唖onpeak in Fig.5-1 Var句tiono[ the， mahani.o.L sほuge，ma1ulus E'αnd loss ma1uLωE" with 
句npemture，[or企'Cl1.unHDPE( A)， LLDPE(C)，ぽuitheir bLend !i初l.S.切le，fn伺uency
used was立oHz. 
undrawn films indicatffi出atthe distribution of relaxation仕meお broad;in other 
wo吋s， different kinds of deformation m配hanismaa江iatedwi廿1amorphous and / or 
αγ誌記且neparts will be invol ved. Symmetric peak in the alpha di母位当onfor 
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(0 C) Temp. 
150 100 50 O 
Temp. (OC ) 
-50 -1∞ -150 。
with α Fig.5-3 Tempem.ture， d叩endenceof ut廿aronicattenuationα疋'fセ'ient
tempemt ure ， for金百wnHDPE( A)， LLDPE(C)， and their bLend fi:加l.S.
Fig.5-2 VIαr的tわηofLoぉぬれgentwith tempぽロture，for企ロωηHDPE(A)， LLDPE(C人
αnd their bLend fi加1s.The，fr句uencyusedωαs日OHz.
Fig.5-4 shows the temp位、aturedependence of the ultrasonic vel岡町.The 
vel附句rd町、切sawi廿1incr臼singtemperature for all the films， and the d灯、ease
ln velα:ity becoma greater as廿1econtent of LLDPE incr臼sed.ドloreov民廿1e
velαi句ris lower for films having higher LLDPE content. 
Temperature and content dependencia of the ul廿asonicvel回 tyand廿1e
Fig.5-3 showsせ1etemp位、aturedependence of廿1eattenuation coefficient 
for叫1the drawn films. Asお seenin the fi思江、e， the attenuation coefficient in-
creasawi白山町関singtemperature for副l廿ledrawn films. The in位、白sebaom笛
for undrawn similar to thαョeattenuation coefficient for drawn films were veηr g、問teras廿1econtent of LLDPE incr句sed.Moreover， the films having higher 
filrns. The changa in ul位、おonicproperti侶 withtemperature， howev釘， wぉ smaller
77 
for drawn films than for undrawn films. 





(5-1) 1 -(υu/Vd)2 一f 
denote the sonic vel回句山由eundrawn (unoriented)銑ata
and in the drawn (oriented)武at部，r侶 Pぽ tively.The orienta丘onpぽ amet住吉叩lcu-
lated usingせ1eEq.(5-1) w町、eas follows: 0.90 for A100/CO， 0.71 for A75/C25， 0.50 
包1dVd where Vu T 
A100/CO 







Fig.5-5 Compariron of uL廿uronwveLccity at 4ぴCbetωeendmωηfi加沼 (opeηcir-
cLes)αηd un企ロωηfi加18(c Losed cirでLes)pLotted agα的stHDPE∞πteηt 
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Fig.5-4 Ter叩erature.dependence， of uL廿官加れicveLccity v for dmωη HDPE(A)， 
LLDPE(C)，αηd their bLend fi初1s.
Fig.5-5 showsせ1ecomparison of the vel叫 tybetween drawn and undrawn 
films at 400 C. ln廿1efigure，廿1ehorizontal axis is the content of HDPE. As is 
obvious from the figure，せ1evelαitia 
undrawn films. The凶ghvel組 ty釦 orientedmat町、ialsis presumoo to rault from 
仕1eparticipation of oriented molぽularchain (or武iffin位、amolaularbond)釦 the
of 
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prぽ佳話缶 ofsoundtr~ョion.9 - 1.2)
MaeleyJ.2) showed廿1at廿1eHerman's orientation parametぽ 13.14)f 
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5-2-3 Meぉuremen包
U1位、おonicvel伺匂Tand attenuation coefficient w位、emeasured under缶百1-
latory deformation simultaneously with mahanical and op丘団1(birefrむ1gence)
properti侶.Measurements wぽearried out at 300 ， 400 ，and 500 C. Severallevels of 
匂弓1amiCはr出nfrom 0.1 to 3.0完wassuperpaed on a武a仕cs位、ainof 5先.The drawn 
A100jCO (HDPE) films could not be m泊sur吋 at 300 C b配ause廿1efilms w町、e
broken during dynamic experiments. 
加 par叫1eldirぽtionto the dynamic deformation， whereas that for the spherulitic 
s位、uctL江、e江esin perpendicular. The nonlinear parameter PiJ wぉ higherfor drawn 
films than for undrawn films. 
5-3 R笛u1也 andDiauaion 
5-3-1 Dynar凶cM配hanicaland Optical Properti白.
In Fig.5-6，廿1e匂引amicmahani偲 1coefficients;廿1atis， せ1ea凶olute
value of廿1ecomplex m吋ulusI E; I ， the 1閣回ngent回nδ1.， and the mEChani-
cal nonlin闇 rparamet町、 P0 are plotted against the dynamic s柱、ainamplitude 
Y d. As shown in the figure， the mcdulus I E r I and the lCff3凶ngent凶nOl
gradually d回、easesぉ theLLDPE content increas侶.Also， I E; I d師、eas侶 with
訂lcr閲singtemperature for all the films. The nonlinear parameter P 0おex柱、emely
small and clae to zぽ0，血diating廿1atthe time-dependent nonlin臼ri匂Fお ex-
官、emelysmall. Thae r侶 ul回 weresim江arto thae of undrawn films. 
Fig.5-7ぽ10WSthe dynamic Optil但 1coefficients plotted against廿1e匂mamic
s町、ainamplitude Y d. As shown in廿1efigure， the a出olutevalue of the complex 
S廿出n-opti国 1coefficient I K; I incr回seswi出 increasingthe LLDPE content. 
This wぉ叫soseen for undrawn films， butせ1e白町泊se was smaller for drawn 
films than for undrawn films. Thぉindiatesせ1atthe chang侶白 molocul位、 orien-
tation dur訂19使rillatorydeformation for the films having fibrous武ructureare 
l任追廿1anthae for廿1efilms having spherulitic s位、ucture.Tanδ131 is Pα豆tiveand 
clae to zer、ofor叫1the drawn films; on the con柱、町γ，that for undrawn films was 
negative (see Fig.4-8). T凶sおlikelyb配ausethe c-axおforfibrous s位、uctureli侶
??????












'Y d ( :t ) 
Fig.5-6 VぽねtわηofI E-:I 1， taれ5ヱ， αηdPa withdyηαπics廿て丘町 γd at differ-

























































γd ( t ) 
Fig.5-7 V，αrねtわηof1 Kヘ1，ぬれO132.J and P[j with dyηαnic s廿ロ仇 γdαtdifferent 
臼mpemturesfor生ロωη HDPE(A)，LLDPE(C)， aηd their、bLendfi加1.s.
3 2 5-3-2勾引祖国cAttenuation Coefficient 
金、Q切れfor ぽηpLitude，
( ~ ) 
s廿uiη
Yd 
dynαnic 町g.5-8Varねtわれ of 1 α:-1 with 
A75/C25αηd AO/Cl00 fi初1.s.
Fig.5-8 shows the amplitude of the dynamic attenuation coefficient plo坑ed
(a) and 令市出国cs位、ainamplitude for廿1edrawn fiユmsof A75/C25 




α:-1 for A75/C25 f斗rnd位、問seswi廿1inα、easingtemperature. 
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仕oncoefficients 
For A50/C50 and A25/C75 films， δAl lies around zero at lower tempera-For The sliruuar temperature dependence wぉ alsoseen f orせ1eA100 / CO film. 
|α; I inα、臼seswith加ぽ関singtemper、ature，ぉ泣10wn ture (300 C)， around 180 degr、eaat higher temperature (500 C)， and from zero to 180 AO/CI00 f江m，howev位、，
degrees at interm吋iatetemperature (400 C). T凶sindicat回出atせ1enegative and 訂1Fig.5-8b. The temperature dependence w部副soseen for the A50/ C50 and 
p姐 tive mochanism coexists and the negati ve con也、ibution主1cr臼 S信明白血r悶s-A25/C75 f立IDS.
加g匂弓1amiCs位、ainamplitude and / or temperature. Fig.5-9 shows the phase difference of廿1e令市出国cattenuation coefficient 
Above resul凶 werealm侶 ts:imilar to廿1侶 eob凶主1edfor the undrawn f江ms.withr侶Pぽtto廿1e匂々 1ar凶cs位、ainplotted against廿1e匂rn自国cs位、出n国np江tude.
wi廿1increasing α;-I incr臼 sedHowever， the follow訂19PO白twぉ different:せ1eAI00/ CO and A 75/ C25 films are δAl'S of Asお obviousfrom the figure， 
HDPE-content for undrawn films， whereas it inぽ eas吋 withincreasing LLDPE-around zero degre侶 at心1temperatur侶， india出19that the attenuation coeffi-
content for drawn films (see Fig.5-10 and 5-11). T凶ssugg侶tsせlat廿1emajor cient increases elぉば.alゐTon the s口、etchingpr∞es3.百1ISp姐 tivecontr吐bution
mechanism con出 butingto the attenuation coefficientおせ1emolぽularorientation For the AO/CI00 (i.e. w立1be caused by the formation of voids and defぽts.
for drawn films， whereas出atis廿1evoid-and defぽt-formationsfor undrawn 
films. 
δAlお around180 degrea at al tempぽatur低
主1dica出19that the attenuation coefficient dぽ回seselastially on廿1es位、e凶山g
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Fig.5-10 Var幻tわηofI αヘIwith dynαnむs甘口仇αηpLitudeαt4ぴCfor undroωη 
HDPE( A)， LLDPE(C)，αndtheir、bleηdfi初1.s.. 
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YO 
Fig.5-9 VarねtねηofδA:l.ωith d以内αnics廿uiηαmpLitude，for改ロωη HDPE(A)，
LLDPE(C)，αnd their b lend fi抗出αtdifferent tem戸nrtures.
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Y d (定} (定)
Fig.5-12 Vαr匂tおηofI v普 1I with dyηαηむs廿uinαηpLitudeαt4ぴ Cfor企ロωη
HDPE( A)， LLDPE(C)， and their bLend fi初1.s.
δv1 for叫lせ1edrawn films lies加 the
Yd 
Fig.5-13 shows廿1ephぉedifference of匂引amicvelocity wiせ1r侶Pぽtto 
匂引剖厄cs柱、出nplottErl against dynamic s柱、ainarnplitude at 400 
drawn films. As is obvious from the figure， 
range from 0 to -45 degrees， narnely in the fourth quadrant. At 0廿1ertempera-
C for various 
Fig.5-11 Vぽ羽tわηofIα 骨1.I with dynαηむs廿ui口ぽnpLitude，αt4ぴ Cfor dro.ω円
HDPE( A)， LLDPE(C)，αnd their bLend fi初1.s.
5-3-3 Dynamic ul柱、asonicWave Velccity 
Fig.5-12 shows the variation of the arnplitude of ct巾卸凶cultrasonic velαコー
tur目， δv1also lay in the sarne quadrant. This r侶ultw出血 marked con柱、astwith 
that of undrawn films in which 0 v1 1匂F加 thef江古tquadrant (see Fig.4-14). The 
phase difference in廿1efourth quadrant indiat侶 that廿1e令市出凶cvelocity 1凶 ds
figure， 
for心lせledrawn films. The slope of廿leplots 
the 
I v~ I inぽ臼S田 linearly with γd 
江1α明 seョwi廿lincr切出ngせ1eHDPE content. The similar results were ob凶inErlfor 
m shown 15 As amplitude. S柱、alnity plotted against匂厄日nic
廿1e匂明白nicvelocity in phase， whぽeasthat白出efirちtquadr、antindiat侶 that
87 
lags釦 phasebehind匂弓lamiCs位、出n.
undrawn films. The slope for廿1edrawn films， however. w部 aboutthree times 
great町、than廿1atfor the corr、部pondingundrawn films. 
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sonic velocity is enhanced may be due to廿leorientation of fibrous chains. n 
The negative one by which the u1廿ぉonicvelα=ityis 10wer、edm勾rarise from p1ぉ-




丘on，lf';)w凶.chaaompaniaαγ坑allitaandj or molaular chain orientaばon.AsおA100/CO 。
記.50seen印 Fig.5-13，δV1 approacha -45 degr、e侶 wi廿linCT泊 singLLDPE con-A75/C25 @ 
tent;廿lISshift to -45 degrea was more pronounc伺おせletemper、atureinα、切S臼j.A50/C50 
??
The shift to -45 degrea主ldiat缶廿ilt廿1enegati ve m民 hanおmhas a phase lag. It 
is likely that廿lehigher the LLDPE content or仕lehigher廿letemperature， the 




• ? ? ? ? ?
??
andjor ぽ戸凶llite:ョof onentation aaompanied by ing1y， plastic deformation 
。
molaular chains has more phase lag for廿lefilms with higher LLDPE content. 
5-3-4 Dynamic D自国ty
Dynamic density can be determined from廿ledynamic mαjulus and令市白川c
velocity，ぉ叫r悶匂， shown in Chapter 3. Fig.5-14 shows the dynamic density 
?〉?
ampli tude per、unitof令市出回cs口、ainamplitude plotted against令市出回cs口、出n
amplitude for v紅白usdrawn films. As is shown in廿1efi思lre，the value:ョ are
around 10-1 gjcm3 in the entire range of出e匂々 lamiCs柱、ainamplitude for all the 
-45 
fiJms. (The ordぽ of廿1e令市出回cdensity amplitude is about 10-3gjcmへ)
Fig.5-15 shows吐1ephase diff町、enceof廿le匂担割凶cdensity wi廿1r笛P釘 tto 
廿le匂mamics柱、ainp10坑edagainst廿le令市剖nics位、出n釧 plitude.As is obvious 
from廿1efigure， t.he phase difference δ01 li白血 therange from 0 to 30 degrea 
(i.e. in the f廿stquadrant) for all廿ledrawn films. 
3 
Fig.5-13 Vぽ'iatおれ ofδr '2 with dynm:れ1DSなuinampLitude forケawnHDPE(A)， 




In廿lecase of undrawn f註ms， δ01lay around 180 degrea for HDPE-rich 
films， wher臼sit 1匂r加せ1ef江古tquadrant for LLDPE-rich films. The value of 180 
degrea indiata廿iltnegative deformation mahanism by which出edensityお
lowered is dominant. 
P侶itivedeformaばonm配h紅lISmm匂rbe molaular orientation ofαγ託al-
Thephぉedifference inせlefou比hquadr、antwill be aused by廿lesuper-
and pcsitive deformation mechanism， al仕lOughp姻 tive
m配hanismdominant1y con出 buta(see Fig.3-5a). In such a団 seof where δV1 li侶
n回 rzero in廿1efour廿1quadrant，廿1econ出 butionof廿lenegative deformation 
mahanismおsma1ユbutnot negligible. The p畑出lemahanism by which仕leul口、a-
irnpぽ豆tionof negati ve 
lita or amorphous chains: orientation ausa an訂lCTeasein ma.a泊廿les位、e民h印g
dirぽtion.Negative deformation mahanism m可 beαγ武aldef町民 miα'ovoids，or 
disl∞ation: such mahanism ause volume expansion in廿le武re凶 ringdirぽtion.
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Therefore，せ1eorienta丘onof αγはallit巴 andjor amorphous chains叩 ndominantly 



































Al00/CO AO/Cl00 A25/C75 A50/C50 A75/C25 
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Fig.5-15 Vぽね訂onof the. phase， difference. ofdyηαηic densityδDL with dynmπic 
s廿uiη Y d for draωηHDPE (A)j LLDPE (C) bLend fi初出αt3ぴt4ぴ， αηd50oC. 
5-4 Summary 
3 
Fig.5-14 VIαrねtわれ ofdynmηic densityαπpLitude，伊?r'Uηitdyηamic stm.in ampLi-
tude Iρ~ï jγdαnd their phase. angゐsδ D :Lwith dyηαηic stm.仇 Ydfor draωれ
HDPE( A)， LLDPE(C)，αnd their bLend fi加1s.
2 。2 。2 
"'Yd ( ~ ) 
。2 。2 -3 0 
Allk白dsof令市出国cul位、asonicdata 1ed a cons:istent conclusion: in廿1e
匂seof HDPE-rich fi1ms， non五n回 ritycan be aaribed to plastic deformation such 
as ctisl∞ation and IlICTovoidsα:nl百台湾台1the fibrous sロucture.In廿1e国 seof 
91 90 
LLDPE-rich fiJms， on廿leoth位、hand， non五n回rityan be as:ribed to nonlin伺丘町
訂1orientation. This conclusion was s柱、onglysupported by匂mamicbirefringence 
data s:imul回neouslyobtained: the higher the LLDPE content，廿lechange印せle
令市出国Cはrain-opticalcoefficient become higher. Furthermore， the non且n泊 rity
for drawn filrns was由nplerthan for undrawn filrns. Thお m勾rarise from rath位、
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ULTRASONlC PROPERTIES UNDER ELONGATION 
6-1 Introouction 
Mahani叩 1proper恒gョofpolymeric solids have been often examined using 
s口、使お-straint留は1-6)担 whlchthe film sp任式rnenおelongat凶 ata constant rate. 
P訂ticular匂 b配auseof the availab出匂Tof commercia1 t信任ngmachines. However， 
the pre:ise nature of the str任追-8廿ainbehavior remains still unclear; in particu-
lar for α'ystalline poJ.:)市lers，the s柱、任:)S-8柱、ainrelation exhibi回 asignif:Lαnt 
nonlin伺ritywhlchおharせzyund佐官toαj.
The previous rheo-opti，団1studi回ブ-9) sugg笛 ted廿lat廿lenonlin回r
stres:;-8廿ainbehaviorお causedby complicated deformation mahanism江主U町セ19
in廿le位、ansformationfrom the spherulitic 8位、uctureto the fibrous one. The com-
plicat剖 deformationmahanism m匂 Tbe aaribed to complicated molaular aggrega-
仕onor to v征士iousk泊dsof interactions suchぉ inter-molaularand inter-aggre-
gation int位、actions.
The purpae of this studyお toinv侶tigatethe origin of the nonlinear 
S廿任詔一武rainrelation of crγstalline pozymers. For the purpae， the ultrasonic 
proper恒eswere measured under a cons凶ntrate of elonga丘on.Furthermore， a 
molaular廿leorybased on the molecular interaction was app江副tothe experirnen-
凶18位、任追ーはrainc山ves.The αystalline poJ.:)市lersused are also iuentI叩1to thae 




Tens:ile t邸tswere performed at a fixed rate of s廿ain(1.0先jsec)wi廿1
Rheovibron Model DDV -Illc (Toyo Baldw担 Co.，Ltd.). The temperature was 300 ， 40
0 
， 
and 500 C. The tens:ile s廿ainwas calculat吋 fromせ1eratio of廿1eincrement of the 
len詐hto廿1e訂lItiallength between clamps. The tens:ile s口、任E was deter、mined
usi.ng appropriate corrぽtionin the cr促ssぽtion.The birefringence andせ1eultra-
sonic properties (vel回 tyand attenuation coefficient) were m関 suredu亘ng
optical and acoustic equipments mounted on廿1eRheovibron. which hぉ already
d庄町吐bedin Chapt町 3(see Fig.3-1). It should be noticed here again出atthe 




Str佳話一S也、出ncurves w町、eob回品目jat 300，400， and 500 C for HDPE， LLDPE， 
and their blend films (see Fig.6-6). (The dotted line担 Fig.6-6denotesせ1eexper-
imen回1curves.) Young's mαjulus can be evaluated from廿1e回ngentslope of廿1e
凶 tialportions. Young's modul国 (Eo)at 300 ， 400 ， and 500 C are summar吐zed白
Table 6-1. 
Bo廿1試r任追加dYoung's modulus inα、泊sedwi白血α、切singせ1econtent of 
HDPE. For LLDPE-rich films， the試r任sincr回sedmonotonously with s口、包n，and 
it level吋 offat higher s柱、ains.For'武r任s-straincurves of HDPE-rich films 
(AI00/CO and A75/C25 f江ms)，on the other hand， a cl臼ryield point was seen 
around 20見ofs柱、ain.The yielding was alw句rsa白 ompaniedwith necking. The 
yielding， however， disappeared at higher temperatures， i.e. at 500C for AIOOjCO and 
at 400 C for A 75/ C25. 
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Table 6-1 Young's mcduLωand Gri.ηeisen阿四間旬、
Young's Modulus Gruneisen Parameter 
(X10-8 dyne/cm2) 
300C 400C 500C 300C 400C 500C 
A100/CO 21 .0 9.80 5.80 4.26 4.43 4.88 
A75/C25 17.0 5.50 4.52 5.20 5.02 5.10 
A50/C50 6.90 4.72 1 .50 5.48 5.60 5.10 
一
A25/C75 5.02 3.50 1 . 38 5.33 5.45 4.27 
AO/C100 2.40 1 . 50 0.99 4.05 4.05 2.80 
6-3-2国refringence-S柱、ainRelation 
Fig.6-1 shows吐1ebirefringence-s柱、出ncurves at 300 C. For the films show-
ing no yielding，廿1ebirefringence vari凶 linearlywi廿1elongation，な1dicating
廿1at廿1ematerial was uniformly deformed. For廿1efilms show加ga cl伺 ryield 
point， however，廿1ebirefringence did not immediately increase， but it began to 
increase aft町、 af註lItes位、ain.Thおs口、ain-lag in birefringence can be as:rib倒 to
廿1eaf白1edeformation of spherulites:廿1edeformation from sph位、eto ellipsoid 
auses a negative birefringence， b民ause廿1eb-axis orients to廿1es廿e切hing
dirぽtionso thatせ1ec-axis orients perpendicular to the s柱、etchingdir配tion.
Aft位、仕1efinite strain， the orienta丘onof αγstallit笛 withinlamellae leads to in-
r臼se血 birefringence;however， the廿1ぽ切se訂1凶refringenceお nonlinぬrin廿1e




0 C. For LLDPE-rich films，廿leattenuation coefficient d町、関S侶 monotonously
wi廿1inぽ easingstrain， whereas for廿1eHDPE-rich films the attenuation coeffi-
cient白α、関ses凶丘叫勾Tand廿1end町、問seョwi廿1elongation. The maximum ap-
P臼redin the strain region between 10 and 20弘Itis noteworthy廿1at廿1eincr関白
血廿1eattenuation was oaerved unique1y for廿1efilms showing yielding. 
仕1eattenuation coefficient can be due to廿leformation of The主1ぽ臼se白
defぽtsandjor voids， which is aused by the disruption of廿1espherulites; wher、e-







































Fig.6-1 Birefringence-s廿uiηcurvesat.3ぴCfor HDPE， LLDPE， and their bLends. 
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6-3-3 ul位、おonicAttenuation C閃 fficient-Strain Relation 
Fig.6 -2 shows廿1eplot ofせ1eattenuation coefficient against s廿ainat 
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6-3-5 Summary 6-3-4 m柱、asoIUCVel回 ty-S仕出nRe1ation 
Fig.6 -3 shows the plot of ul柱、asonicvelαity against 8位、ainrelations at HDPE-rich films showed a clear yield po白tin廿1e8位、es;:)-8位、出nα江veat 
10wer temperatures. For the films凶owinga yield point， a 8位、出n-1agap開aredon 300 C. As shown加 thefigure，廿1evelcx:ity d郎、回S信明白血佐伯sing廿lecontent of 
the attenuation-8位、出none， 出ebirefringence-8廿aincurve， a主ritialincr臼seon LLDPE in the entire range of 8柱、ain.The vel記 ty記sod師、問sedwith incr切sing
indicate出at廿1eand a bending poむltonけ1evel伎ity-8柱、出none. Th侶 efeatur缶temp位、ature， al廿lOugh廿1efigure was not pr侶entedhere. The d師、ease血性1e
defぽ出andvoids江主urat initial 8位、ainregion. Forせ1efilms showing no yielding， velαity will be as::Tibed to the softening of the mat位、ials.
廿1ebirefringence， attenuation， and vel姐 tymonotonously on the other hand， The velにityincr凶sedlin凶rlywiせ1incr白話ng8柱、ainfor叫1the f~ 
changed wi廿18柱、ain.sugg自由19the訂1cr臼sein廿1eultr、asonicmooulusll•12) due to廿1emo1ecular orien-
tati.on in廿1edir配tionparallel to廿1e8柱、etchingdir配丘on.13)For the films show-
釦gyielding or necking， however， vel剣町一S廿ainline has a bending point around 
yield point. The slope of the line bocame gr臼 terbeyond the bending point. The 
6-4 Analysis of S廿佳E-S廿ainCurve by Tcrla -Potential 
6-4-1 Background 
Theoretical analysis of the 8柱、es:>-8位、ainαJ.rVesfor polym位、icsolids have 
been exten血lelycarri叫 outfor several d配ad侶 1-1) Roughly時eaking.廿1eyare
great町 slope(or bending) m匂Tbe due to廿1eunder倍丘ma丘onof廿1e8町、記nin仕1e
necking region. 
2.0 
clas:丘fiaゴ訂1totwo匂予esof theoretical approach侶.One is the approach bas凶 on
non以nぬrbehavior.H.15.1R) of廿1elinear viaoelastic出ωr-yto 廿1eexten.sion 
Anotherおbasedon廿1eexpan.sion of廿1eelぉ丘ccoefficien t in廿1e8口、ainpoten tial 1. S 
functi.on to highぽ or廿erterms.17-19)阿倍tof廿1eapproach侶 belongto廿1eform位、
one， which has been phenomenologically appli凶 to廿1e坑r任)8-8位、ainbehavior of 
various amorphous polymers such as glaay and rub岡町卯b羽lers.As well known. 
howev位、， the nonlinearity inαγsta江主1epolym住吉凶nnotbe d佳ロibedadequately 
only using the extension of the viaoelastic出ωIry.As menti.oned伺 rli位、加廿m
chapter，せ1enonlineari匂Twill be due to廿1ecomplicated intermolecular訂lterac-
tion. Thus，仕1e1a坑償却proach¥il be ad悶uateto廿1einv笛tigationof the me-
chanical no凶担問rityof αγstalline polymers. 
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Fig.6-3 UI廿aooれicve1aity-s:柱、oincurves at .3σC for HDPE， LLDPE， and their 
bLends. 
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6-4-2 Tcrla Lattice M<Xiel 
Tαja20.21)加仕吋uceda lattice mooel wi廿1an ar由訂monic訂1teractio凡 m
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Fig.6-4 Toda-~ゎrteぱね:[curve in the∞:se，of必=1
orせぽ to武udyno叫主1earwaves， namely "SoLiton"22). The anharmonic potential 
func丘onis ofせ1eform: 
α φ( y ) = a y -b [1-exp( -b y ) ] (6-1) 
where a and b are p姐 tivecon武加出，y廿1e武rain，andφ( y )世1einteraction 
ener、gyexpr任sedぉ afunction of s口、ain.The two t在、msin廿1eequation imply 
repulsi. ve and a七位、activefo町民 E、信Pぽ丘、Te1y.The parameters are chαョensoお仕1e
potential to be minimum at y =0: 
dφ(γ) 
( '-4 : ~.' 1).= 0 (6-2) 
u. r r =0 
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If one expandsφ(γ) in power seri田 ofy， one ge国
1 ~ .:> 1 ~ 0 ..，. 1 φ(γ)=言αby2_ifab2y3+す αb3y4ー・・・・ (6-3) 
When one keep:; ab=位 riteand takes the limit b→0， one ob凶江田廿1eharmonic case: 
け1eequation bocomeョquadraticfunction of y. When one take b→∞，出eequation 
baomes one forせ1einteraction between harせspheres.Thus， Tαja-potential func-
ばonhas wide appliab出ty.In Fig.6-4 the examples of廿1epoten丘alcurves in廿1e
case of αb=1 are presented. 
Differentiating Eq.(6-1) by s位、ain，one gets出eequation for the s位、任追-
S位、8l!lcurve; 
。(y)=α[1-exp(-by)J (6-4) 
As is obvious from Eq.(6-4)，廿1es廿邸主1cr臼sesexponentially (or nonlinearly)ぉ
a function of s位、出n.
If one exp訂1ds廿1es位、任追function加 powerseri侶 ofy，廿1en
。(y)=αby-Lαb2y2+土-ab3y3ー土rclJ4 y4 +・・ (6-5) δ!~ I 4! 
=ぬ [γ トーγ2+去b2y3ーをb3y4+・ ・] (問
It should be noted廿1at叫1the elastic coefficients訂 eexpr任sedby廿1etwo param-
eters， a and b， and also仕1at廿1eratio of the high -order coefficients to廿1e位'81:-
order、coefficientdepend on斗ron廿1eparametぽ b(see Eq.(6-6)). T出5m泊nsthat 
廿1ear吐1armonicityor shape of poten丘alcurve depends on廿1evalue of b. 
Ag包n，differ、entia出19Eq.(6-4) by s位、ain，one gets the mooulus 
E( y ) = ab exp( -b y ) (6-7) 
Young's m吋ulusEo， initial tangent mooulus， can be ob凶江1edby put丘ngγ=0in 
Eq.(6-7): 
Eo =E(O) =ab (6-8) 
Thus， Young's modulus can be記50expr任sedby the pr吋 uctofαand b. This 
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indiat信社1at廿1egr、eaterせ1evalue of Eo is，廿1evalue of b o:omes great町、 ifα お
cons凶nt.In 0廿1erwarせS， T cxia -potential predic回 thata匂宿temhaving high 
Young's mcxiulus tends to exhlbit high degree of nonlinearity. 
Gri江1eisenpararnet皆、 YG23• 2 /1), which detぽ minesせ1edegree of訂由armo-
nicity加廿1emolecular白teracばon，25-28)お given by the following明uation.
YG=-i d LRE〔y)(S-9〉
2 dγ 
Su凶titutingEq.(6-7) into Eq.(6-9)， Gruneおenparameter of the Tcxia-potentialお
given by 
S位、任追-8柱、aincurves. Gruneisen paramet町、 canbe信託matedfrom the ul位、asonic
velαity-8位、むnrelation as follows. 
The change in ultrasonic vel反itywith 8廿ainCOIT侶pondsto廿1echange in 
the in也、insicfr句uencywi廿18仕、出n;then Gruneisen pararneter can be written as 
m廿1efollowing equation.30) 
d lれ U
YG =-a.ε (6-13) 
b 
YG=2 (6-10) 
where ε お廿1estrain due to molぽ ularchain orientation. The 8位、ainγdef加凶m
elongation t部tsお notalw勾rsidenb叩 1to廿1e8廿ainεsinceY includes廿1e
S位、ainsdue to mole:ごularrotation and chain separation. Therefore， Eq.(6-13) can 
be rewritten as in the following equation. 
YG =豆.xsJ:Jれひ
も -dε dy (6-14) 
Thus， Griineisen paramet位、お proportionalto b. Consequen吐y，廿1e8口、使:;S-8位、ain
relationship r侶 ultingfrom the Tcxia-potential can be rewritten as follows: 
つp
o(γ)=一ι[1-exp( -2 Y Gγ)J r G (6-11) 
d Lnυ/dy お叩nbe exp在世nen回llyob凶主1ed.Considering an aniso柱、opiclattice 
model by Wada et aL，31.32) the following relation between γandεbecom侶:
2 司= Eo y -Eo y G Y 2 +一一EOYGι y.3_・・ (6-12) 3 
y= Aト (6-15) 
The ar吐mrmonicityof potential function will be propaed from廿1efact 
廿1atmateri記susu叫勾rexhibit仕1e出町malexpansion.2G-2r3) Aauming a harmonic 
potential， thermal促rillatorsvibrate勾rmme出 callyat廿1epotential m主lirnum.
Therefore，せ1e廿 me出1P頃 itionis alw匂rsat the minimum. This means仕1atno 
出町malexpansion江nlI'S.In con廿ast， aaum血gar立国rmonicpotential such部
T吋a-potential，せ1emean p畑出onof thぽmal缶百llatorsbecom包 longぽせ1anthe 
equilibrium p侶 ition.(The m回np侶 ition泣由也toright dirぽtiononせ1ea注副部a
in Fig.6-4.) That is，せ1ermalexpansion canα~ur. In fact， Tcxia demons柱、ated20)
出at廿1e出町、malexpansion侶ばmatedfrom T必a-potentialおな1aαo吋ancewith 
the r侶 ultwhichおgivenby the conventional methcxi of statistical mEChania. 
where fおせ1ein廿ach出nforce cons凶ntand g吐1einterchain force cons凶nt.The 
ultr部 onicvel回 .tyωinthe p訂 allelto the chain dir副 onお proportionalto J了
and the velccity v.ょ江1廿1eperpendiα斗邸、 to廿1echain dir配tionおpropor丘onalto 




6-4-3 Comparison of Exp佐官nentaland Theぽ eticalStr佳E-S廿ainαlIV缶
The theoretical str缶詰-s廿aincurves can be ob凶主1edusing Eq.(6-11). 
Young's modulus wぉ determinedby theむutial回ngentslope of廿1eexperimen凶1
h 廿1e沼田 of lin回rpolyethylene，せ1evalue of v" / vムo:omesapproximate1y 10.3'1) 
The values of Gri江1eisenparameter ob凶な100using Eq.(6-16) are plo坑d
againstせ1eHDPE content血 Fig.6-5and w住 esummarized in Table 6-1. The 
values were from 3 to 6; which are comparable to吐1eprevious da回 forvarious 
po~市leriC mat凶 als.31.32.35-37)It should be noted that Gri江leisenparamet住吉 of
廿1eblend po~ers were gr臼 terthan thαョeof the pure polJ市1ers.This indicat白


























































The thωIretical 8位、任追-8位、出ncurva were ob回主1edby put丘ngthe valu侶
of Table 6-1 in Eq.(6-11). The theoretical 8位、缶詰-8位、むncu阿倍areshown加 Fig.6-
6. The solid己nein Fig.6-6 denotaせ1e出eoreti句 lone.Asお evidentfrom Fig.6-6， x ssa.r:+s 
日g.6-6Compari邸内 ofthωretical and experカ舵円taLsヶess-s廿'Oiη curvesfor 
HDPE， LLDPE， and their、bLeηdfi初回 αtdiffer司GれtteTηperatur銘打沼 ooLid.Line 
denotes thθthroreticaL curve， αηd the do此edLine， the， exper訪問加Lone.
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(zUI:J/aulp)6_0T 
廿1eagreement between the experimental and thωreticalαrrv侶お surprisingly
exce1lent， although the experimental c山 Vsョof廿1efilms showing a clear yield 
point are in disagreement wi出せ1e廿leoretil叩 lon笛 athigher 8位、ains.
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廿1eexcellen t agr、eementsugg回tsthat Tcda-potential satisfactorily de-
白色白thedeformation m配harrismon廿1eelongation prαコ缶詰.The disagreement in 
仕1eyield regions叩 nbea回 ibooto廿1efollowing: (1)廿1es仕組nwas under回timat-
d白山enocking regions， and (2) diff位、enttypes of廿1edeforrnation m配h紅白m
8U伯郡 pl出回cdeformation (yielding) and fibrous deformation ap開arほ For
d任江ibingthe s位、佳話一民raincurv田 evenな1廿1eyield regions， itお noc任:saryto 
信託mate廿1epar訓 etersa and b (or poten丘alfunction) appropriate to each defor-
rnation mechanism as a function of廿1ereal str出n.
As is well known，廿1etemperature and the s位、ain-ratechange廿1e油apeof 
S廿Effi-S位、出ncurve for polJ羽leriCsolids.14) This fact indicat自由at廿1epo:t川lぽic
solids deform v:iaoelastically. Some inv信託gatorsattempted to analyze廿1e
S位、Effi-S位、出ncu阿倍byv:iaoelastic mαje1s.8•15 . :'S8) 
In廿1ecase of lin関 rv:iaoelastic匂唱temwith a single relaxation timeτ， 
廿1erelaxation m吋ulus泊givenby 
E(t) = Eoexp( -t/τ) (6-17) 
If one consider a sp任:ial国 sewhere the S位、ainincr切 S白 ata conはantrate 
R(=dy /dt)，廿1enBoltzmann's superp姐 tionprinciple:'Sn.4O) giveヨ廿1efollowing 
S位、Effi-S位、出nrelation: 
。(γ)=EoRτ[1-exp( -y /Rτ)J (6-18) 
The above equation is叫soderiv凶 fromMaxwell mcdel when subj配tedto a con-
S凶ntrate of S位、ain.
It should be noted here廿1atthe form of Eq.(6-18)お identiω1to that of 
Eq.(6-4). T凶sindicataせ1atthe experimental str鎚 -S廿卸Cぽvesin the present 
study can be叫socharacteriz凶 byせ1ev:iaoelぉ丘cmαjel.
The author attempted to d伎町mineせ1erelaxation出neτ 加 8ucha w匂r
that Eq.(6-18) fi也 wellto expぽ泊四回1αlI'Ves.The r回 ultantτ'8are 8ummar吐zed
加 Table6-I. In gener叫，せ1erelaxation timeτincreases wi白血佐伯singtemper-
ature and with d位、easingthe degree ofαγ武心且ni匂， (or廿1econtent of HDPE). As 
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However， the relaxation times in Table 6-I wぽe訂1consistentwi廿l廿1egener叫
tendency; furthermore， the values were considerably small as compared with ones 
ob回mωfromusual strEffi relaxa丘ont笛 ts:'l)Thお sugg自国出at出enon江n問 r
S位、任追-s位、出nrelation of the polyethy lene fiJms cannot be aE町、ib凶 to廿1e凶.scoe-
lastic eff配t.
Table 6-II Relaxαtio円t初沼ob加inedby curve fi抗仇g.
300C 400C 500C 
A100/CO 13.0 14.0 15.0 
A75/C25 15.0 16.0 16. 5 
A50/C50 13. 5 15.0 14.0 
A25/C75 15 . 5 15.0 23.5 
AO/C100 20.0 23.0 28.0 
( sec ) 
6-5 Summary 
S廿任追-S柱、包nc山vesof polyethy lene films were analyzed by Tcda -lat百ce
mαjel，主1which int位、molaごularpotentialお assumooto be a勾引lme凶 C.The film 
sp任:imensof HDPE， LLDPE， and their blends were usoo. 
Parameters加 Tcda-po七en丘alw町、eexper古nen凶llydeterm血剖 fromYoung' 
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mαjulus and Gruneisen parameter. Young's mcdulus was evaluated fromせ1e訂litial
slope of s柱、任:s-s位、aincurves， and Gruneisen parameter fromせ1e主U丘alslope of 
ul柱、asonicvelαity-s位、ainon侶.Thω，retical s位、佳:s-s口、ainα.lrV缶wereob回主1edat 
different temp町、atureョusingせ1eparameters. The theoreticalα江V侶 fittedwell to 
廿1eexp佐古nen回1on笛 except血廿1eyielding region. It was concluded廿1at廿1e
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UL TRASONIC STUDIES ON阿OLECULARORDERING 
7 -1 Introouction 
Whe廿1eror not moleごularorderingα~urs 廿1 glas:奇rpolym位、shas been a 
long standing IS3ue. Some experirnental work1-8) sugg侶ted廿1atthe molocular 
o吋eringexis凶如 usuallyamorphous polymers. Some thωria pr吋ictedthat 
repulsive andj or at位、activefo陀侶句nause the supermoleコularlyorder吋坑ruc-
ture not only in polymer glli弼侶 butalso血 polymermelts. Onsager 出ωηr~:))' in 
whlch only repulsive force is taken into aぽ ount，has sua缶百fullypr吋icted
lyo廿opicnematic-isotr、opic柱、ansi丘onfor rigid-chain polymers. On廿1e0廿1er
hand， Meier-Saupe出eorylO)，in whlch at柱、active force is taken into aaount， hぉ
pr吋icts出町mo廿opicnematic-iso位、opictransition for semi-rigid polym位、shaving 
regions of rigid and flexible fragments. Thus， any k白dsof fo町 a can白duce
molocular ordering in glaay polymぽ'8.
h 廿1enonequilibrium武atein which potential energy of polJ明lermolocula 
dis位、ibuteョhet町、ogenωusly.potential gradient e訂s回 withina molocule andjor 
between molぽ ul侶.The potential gradient p任記blyr侶ultsin mol配 ularord佐官19
even in flexible-chain polymers. In廿1epreョentstudy， such molocular 0吋eringis 
CaU剖 MONE(旦olec叫arly0吋eringwhich is formeゴunder、anon-明uilibrium
武ate).The nonequilibrium武atep促siblyapp伺rsin仕1eprα2径百 of the phase 
位、ansitionssuch as pr任:ipi凶丘onandαγst叫且zation，and血 thepr∞任追 of phase 
separation in multi -component勾居tems.百1us， MONE will expぽtedlybe formed担
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blcck copo~相官匂宿tems where phase separation often α~urs. 
The purpae in廿rischapterお toshow廿1atMONE appe紅、sin武yrene-
butadiene-s匂rrene出 blα::kcopolymer (d姐 gnatE対ぉ 8B8)films， and to examine 
廿1eeffぽ匂 ofthermal histoηT and casting solvent on出eformation andj or devel-
opment of MONE. 
For the sake of utiliti侶 of8B8 po~叩町 as 出町moplastic elastomers， 
extenEdve work has been泊目t凶 outon this po~相官 in past two d配 ades.The 
morphology of 8BS filrnsおrepresent吋 bydomain shap侶 suchas particl侶， r吋s，
and lamellae. The morphology depends not 0凶yon廿1ecomp侶itionof s匂rreneand 
butadiene blαごksbut also on the cas丘ngsolvent.11-16) The eff町出of廿1emorphol-
ogy on nonlinear吋aalasticproper丘偲 havebeen previously examined using the 
SBS filrns having different k担dsof morphology.16) As expぽt叫 thelinear v1aoe-
lastic properti侶 werelargely dependent on出emorphology; however，せ1enoruin一
泊 rviaoelasばcitywぉ independentof the morphology. For example，せ1enon五n-
臼丘町chang臼jsigrせn但 ntlywiせ1physi但 1aging， al廿lOughthe domain s廿ucture
did not chang凶 wi出 thephyslcal aging. This supp信回 thata smaller配 aleof 
S柱、u仕uralchange has a行使ted廿1enonlin閲丘句人 Thes廿ucturalchange m匂， be 
ass回 atedwiせ1廿1eformation of MONE. T凶ssupp姐丘onお oneof廿1emotiveョfor
廿1epr侶 entstudy. 
7-2 Exper泊四回1
8BS us吋加廿lISstudy was a commer司.alpo~柏町、， Kraton 1101 Shell Chem. 
Co). Thお samplecontaな1828 weight percent polystyrene. The number average 
molocular w包ghtof仕1eblcck polymer has been reported11.) to be 76，000 and two 
polystyrene bl∞ks of 句uallen匹hexおtprim訂註y at the two ends of the A-B-A 
匂'Pemolocule. Cons句uently，廿1eblα::k len酢hsin molocul訂 weightsbocome 
approximately 1，000-54，000-11，000. The polybutadiene portion consists of 51弘
廿ans-l，4 41先cis-1，4and 8% vinyl s口、ucture.1)
The fiJm sp回 menswere prepared by casting from dilute solutions. Two 
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different匂中部 ofsolvents were us“おcastingsolvent: one wぉ te廿祉zydrofuran
con回主ring10おmethylethyl ketone by volume (d侶ignatedぉ TjM) and廿1e0せ1er
cyclohexane (d国伊at副部 Cy).T jM solventおanonpreferential one for polybu-
tadiene， wher閃 sCy solvent is preferential for polybutadiene. 
Arai et aL 12) oaervedせ1eel配廿onmicr任主opeon the SBS filrns prepar臼1
using the same po~市1佐官邸d the田 mesolvents. A白 orせingto廿1eirot沼ervations.
the sphere-shap吋 polys匂Tenedomains are dispers吋 wi廿1Inpolybutadiene ma廿ix
for Cy-films and廿1elamella domains of po~也匂rrene and polybutadiene are alter-
nately formed for T j阿films.
7-3 R回ul包 andDiaus3ion 
7-3-1 Dynanuc阿佐llanialProper百倍
Dynamic m任nanicalproperti侶 werem伺 suredat a frequency of 110Hz and 
at temperatur田 between-1700 and 1l00C for bo廿1T j M -and Cy -films using Rheovi -
bron Model DDVIIB (Toyo Baldw血 Co.Ltd.). Two distinct dispersions were oaerved 
at -800 and 1000C for boせ1films. The temperature of -800C is verγclae to the glass 
廿出国tiontemperature (Tg) of pure polybutadiene， and廿latof 1000 C to Tg of P町 e
polys匂rrene.This indicates出atboth polybutadiene and polys匂Tenemolocul侶 are
well phase-separated. The dynamic mαjulus E' d町、切seddrぉ百団llyat廿1eglass 
町、ansitiontemperatures for bo廿1films. The d町、easeof E' around -800 C (Tg of 
polybutadiene) wぉ g、eatぽ forCy-films (from 1010dynesjcm2 to 108偽羽信jcn戸)
than for Tj阿イ白隠 (from1010匂引田jcm2 to 109ctな1esjcm2). T凶sお consistent
with the previous morphological 0凶ervation:U -14)polybutadiene domains reごeive
a large part of the s柱、任追es for Cy-films， whereas bo出 polybutadieneand po-
lystyrene domains share the str佳話侶forT jM-filrns. 
As shown加 Figs.7-1 and 7 -2， a novel disper百onお o凶ervedぉ ashoulder 
around 650 C on tanδ -T plot b伺 desglass廿ansitionsof polybutadiene and po-
lys匂rrene.Fig.7 -1 shows the variation of凶nδ 日thtemper、aturefor T jM films 
having different thぽmalhistori侶・Asis shown in the figure，廿1eshoulder de-
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veloPE対 wi廿1aging at room temperature (see plot of the film aged for 88 days). The 
shoulder， on廿leother hand， disappear凶 byheat-口、eaばngat 600 C (seeせleplot of 
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Fig.7-2 Varねtわれofぬれδ with tempemture for Cy-f伽 13ω一ωstand agedαt 
r∞mtemperαture. for 76 days. 
Fi巴コ-1V位、ぬtねnof tan 8 with temperoture‘for T / M films QS-∞'st， aged at rcom 
ter叩eraturefor 88 days， ぽ ujheat-柱、白'J.tedαt6ぴCfor 22 hrs. 
For as-岱 stCy-filrns， the similar (but more distinct) dispersionお ob-
serv叫おはlownin Fig.7 -2. In出S叩 se，the di勾ersiondo not change wi廿1aging 
for 76 d匂18.S加rilむly，the dispersion disappeared by heat-口、eatingat 600 C for 22 
hrs. 
Also， at different frequenci侶 (35，1， and 3.5 Hz)，廿le偽有1創出cmechani叩 1
properti笛 werem切sur吋部 afunction of temperature. For all kinds of films. the 
temperature of the novel dispersion was independent of the frequency. T凶ssug-
g侶tsthat廿ledispersion can be a庄rib吋 notto a viscoelastic relaxation but to a 
phase transi tion， such as the mel出 19of an 0吋ぽeds廿ucture.
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7-3-2 Der国ty
Density was mea訊江、edat 300 C using flotation methcxl Ethy 1 alcohol and 
water mixture was us凶 for廿1em閲訊江、ement.The results w町esummar包edin Table 
7 -1. As is shown釦廿1etable，廿1edensity of aged filmsお signifil叩 ntlyhigher 
廿1anthat of the heat-柱、eat吋 filmsfor T IM-and Cy-films. Thatお， heat-位、切出19
lowぽちthedensity. 

































































Figs.7 -3 and 7 -4 shows廿1evar吐ationsof ul位、asonicvelα:ityand attenua-
tion coefficient wi出 temperaturefor aged and heat-柱、関tedT/M一filmsand出侶e
for Cy -films. As shown in廿1efigur笛， the velα:ity da:r臼seswiせ1inα、臼sing
temperature， whereasせ1eattenuation coefficient inぽ easeswi廿1temperature. Thお
お plausi.blesince molecular mob出tyinぽ泊seswith inCT閲 smgtemper、ature.
However，せ1efollowing are notewo民同人
Fir乳せ1eul柱、asonicvelα:ity for Cy-films was lower than that of T IM-
films， wh町、関S 廿1eattenuation coefficient was higher. In general， rubbery materi-
als showed low町、 ultrぉo凶cvelociti~ョ and higher attenuation coefficients than 
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gla向 rmaterials did. Aaor、dingly，the above diff位、encebetween Cy-and T IM-
films can be as:出bedto the difference in廿1eirmorphology:山廿leωseof Cy-films 
血 whichcontinuous phaseお compaooof rubbery polybutadiene phぉe，廿1eul位、a-
sonic wave will位、avelm侶 tlyt也、oughpolybutadiene phase; wh佐伯s，血廿1e句 seof 





























Fig.7-3 Vぽ泊tおInof th怠 uL-廿aroれ.icvel必 'ityand a~抗eれuation coeffむ'ientwith 




t rea ted 。




Asおいlellknown， the increase in density rais侶廿1eul廿asonicvelcx:ity 
and lowers the attenuation coefficient. The fluctuation of廿1edensity， on the 
oth町、hand，lowers the veloci句 andraisa the attenuation (see Chapter 1). 
Considering this together with density da凶， the lower velぬ匂1and lugher 
attenuation coefficient on出eaged TjM一filmscan be as出b吋 to廿1efluctuation 
of廿1edensity. In other wo吋s，the heterogeneous (fluctuat吋)坑atehぉ alugher、
density than homogeneous on笛.Thus， the heterogeneous (fluctuat凶)武atecan be 
due to a 1∞al molaごular0吋ering.Other匂rpaof heterogeneous坑ataare p使組bly
considered: they are the stata in wluch r国 dual(廿1ermalor mEcl阻止cal)s廿鴎
exお国.However， thおお unlikelyb偲 ausethe heterogeneous武atecaused by the 
r侶 iduals廿任追haslower densityせ1anhomogeneo国民ate.
Th主せ， in the叩 seof aged T IM-films， a downward peak wぉ oaervedbe-
tween 500 and 750 C on廿1eplot of the velα:ity vs. temperature. and an upwarせpeak
W笛 oaervedbetween 500and 800C on the plot of the a坑enuation¥18. temperature. In 
the case of heat-口、eatedT jM-films， however， any distinct peak wお日ot0凶erved
on their plots. In廿1e叩 seof Cy-films. a relatively broad downward peak was 
oaerved between 500 and 750 C onせ1eplot of廿1evel回 tyvs. tempぽature， and a 
g臼 tupw位、dpe出 Wお 0凶ervedbetween 500and 800C on the plot of仕1eatten uation 
¥18. temp町、ature.
Usually， such ul口、asonicp泊 kscan be a町、ibedto a phぉe柱、ansition.Here 
ag出n，the app臼ranceof the ul口、asonicpeaks would s廿onglysugg笛t廿1eexおt-
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Fig.7-4 Varむtねnof the ut廿asonicveLccity and a坑eれuatioれ coeffici怠れtwith 
tempemture for Cy-fi1ms. 
Socond，廿1evel回 tyfor aged T j問一filmswぉ lower、thanthat for heat-
柱、eat凶 films，and the attenuation coefficient was lugher. Above 800 C， however， 
both velα=ity and attenuation coefficient of aged films b配ameclaer to thae of 
h臼 t-treat凶 films.
Previously， differential配anningcalorimeむγ(DSC)m泊 surementswere 
切出凶 outfor SBS-T 1M and SBS-Cy films.17) For aged films (249 d匂'8)，加
endothermic peak appear討紅、ound3500 K on the 町立heatingrun. For heat一位、eat-
凶 films(600 C/29 hrち)， however， the pぬkdid not appωr around 3500 K， but a sm記1
peak appeared around 3700 K. Both endothermic peaks disapp泊r凶 onthe socond 
heating run. 
Kovacs etαL 18) and Hodge et aL H'}-22) have o1:served廿18endothermic heat 
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capacity peaks below T g in sever叫 po~柏町、s: 廿le peaks (sub-T g)血ぽ臼S凶 m
magnitude and shifted to higher temp町、atureswi出 increasingann泊五ngtime (or 
aging time) and annealing temperature. Fu此h位、mor~ they demons柱、atedthat出e
development of the sub-T g heat capacity peaks with agingおaconsequence of the 
glaa柱、ansitionk加etics.
The endothermic peak appearing at 3700K for h伺 t一位、eatedfilms will be due 
to廿leglaa柱、釘lSitionk担etics(en廿lalpyre1axation). However， itおu凶ikely廿lat
廿leendothermic peak appearing at 3500 K on廿leaged films is due to廿leglaa 
位、百四tionkinetics， when one t出白血toaccount the following 0凶ervation:all the 
endothermic peaks for three kinds (T /凡 Cy，and comp-mo1ded) of aged films 
app伺 r吋 at廿lesame temperature (3500K)，主1spite ofけlefact that the aging condi -
tion suchぉ agingtime differed between th侶 esamp1侶.This 0ヒservationrather 
indicat白出atthe endothermic p臼 kat 3500Kおdueto an 0吋ereds位、ucture.
Thus， the DSC data will also support出econclusion廿latthe novel disper-
sion of凶n8 お liロ吐bedto the me1ting of an 0吋eredstructur~ and that廿le
development of the novel dispersion by agingおasTib吋 tothe formation and/or 
deve10pment of the 0吋er剖町、ucture.
The dynamic mahanical t信 twぉ叫sopreviously泊町iedout for pure 
po~唱匂rrene films.17) The films were prepared by me1t-pres3ing， and by casting 
from廿leTI阿-and Cy-so1utions. One did not oaerved any nove1 di時住宅辻onon 
melt-p目玉iSedand T Iト1-castfilms. However， when melt-pres:>ed po~ぽyrene film 
wぉ elongatedby伺 .10先aroundT g (1000 C)釦 d廿lenair-cooled， the nove1 dispぽ-
sion wぉ oaervedbut it disappeared by heat-位、eating.ALso， the novel disper百on
was also oaerved on Cy-団 stpolys匂rrenefilms. Th侶 esugg侶 t廿latthe mol配ular
ordering江主山、sin廿lepolystyrene domain but neither in polybutadiene domain 
nor their interface region. 
The mo1ocular 0吋町古19can be derived and stabilizErl by some fo白白.In仕le
case of T I問一films，廿ledriving force is suppaed to be en位、opicf orce of ru bberγ 
polybutadiene chains. In廿leωseof Cy -films， on廿leother hand，廿leforce will be 
exclusion force: when仕lefilms 8l'e cast from cyclohexane whichお apref erential 
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sol vent for polybutadiene， polys匂rrenemo1ocul自由ouldbe pref er、entiallyex-
cluded from cyclohexane mol配uleョ.The exclusion force will cause molocul訂 0吋er-
ing in POlyS句rrenemolocules. The molocular 0吋ering廿lUSformed may be坑abi-
lized by en柱、opicforce of rubbery polybutadiene chains. 
In conclusion， the novel dispersion of 0吋ereds位、uctureform吋 inthe 
polystyrene domain. The order剖 structurem匂rbe derived by some forc白血
nonequilibrium ci陀 ums凶nc田.
7 -3-4 Change in問。1配ularAggr、egationduring Solvent Evaporation 
Phase separationαnrrs in SBS solutions when廿lesolvent was allowed to 
evaporate. the concentration increasεS. In thお Sぽtion，the changes in molocular 
aggregation during sol vent evaporation are inv信託gatedfor T I阿andCy solu-
tions of SBS. For廿lepurpae，廿leul位、asonicve1cx:ity and propagation intensity 
(COIT部pondingto the inverse of the ul廿asonicattenuation) were measur凶 under
廿lesolvent evaporation. Details of廿leexper世間ntalmeth吋sare d伎町吐bedin 
Chapter 2. 
In Fig.7-5 are油 own廿levariations of velcx:ity and propagation intensity 
of ul廿asonicwav白川廿1polyrner concen柱、ationfor T 1M solu丘ons.The propaga-
tion intensi匂ヘi.e.the amplitude of ul廿asonicwave at a given distance was alm侶t
cons凶ntin the concentration range les:> than 40 wt見andthen it d灯、切sedwith 
increasing廿leconcen位、a丘on.After it reached a minimum at ca. 90 wtお，itincr臼S凶
again. The velαity also had a minimum at the similar concentration. These 
chang白血 ul位、asonicproperti缶 withconcen位、ationare verγsimilar to廿le
chang侶 nearthe Curie point of a socond-ord位、 phase 口、ansition2~ ) and near 
nematic-sm町民cphぉe柱、ansition.2'1) Thus， itお suppαョωthat廿lesechang侶 are
caused by廿lemorphologi叩 1柱、出国tionfrom a single-phase-state (mixing state of 
two components) to a two-phase-はate(separated武ate血topolystyrene and 
pOlybutadiene domains). 
In the case of SBS-Cy solutions，廿leul廿笛onicvel回 tyabruptly de-
r臼S缶 around57 wtおand廿lenit gradualzy d郎、回ses，as shown in Fig.7-6. On 
廿leother hand， the ul柱、asonicintensity drops down near 50 wt見出ld廿lenit 
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訂lcreas缶.Thお廿ldiat侶廿latthe phase位、ansitionfrom homogeneous single-phase 
to separated two-ph部信江主ursaround 50 -60 wt弘 Thus，the critial concen位、a-
tion of the phase separation an be obtain吋 byultrasonic m臼suremena.It was 
also found that the αせ丘alconcentra丘onof Cy solutions was lower than that of 
T 1M solutions. Thisおpr宇宙umablydue to the fact廿latcyclohexane is nonpref町一
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Figコ-5V，位、む説。Inof the ut廿asonむひe1aityand propagation intensityωi廿l∞れ-
ce.れ廿at"おれof T 1M soLutむns.
7-4 Summary 
The令市amicmechanial propertiE5 were measured for s句rrene-butadiene-
S句rreneロ吐blc:ckcopolJ.明lerf斗ms.A novel dispersion was foundぉ a凶ould町、
around 650 C on回nδ -Tor log E"-T curve for fiJms cast from solutions of 
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te口油ydrofurancontaining 10先methylethyl ketone by volurne. The novel disper-
sion b配訓edistinct with physial ag:ing， but it disappeared with h凶 t-柱、eatment
at 600 C. The s:imilar、 dispersionwas also found for films cast from cyclohexane 
solutions. The novel dispersion wぉ examinedby ultrasonic properties. The follow-
ing have been conclud凶 from廿leseinv侶tigation:moleコularo吋eringお form吋印
せlepolystyrene domain， and the novel di時住当onお orig:inat凶 frommelting of the 
molecularly 0吋町、吋 S位、ucture;仕le0吋ぽ吋 S位、ucturewould be caused by a repul-
si ve force of surroundings. Furthermore， itwas found that the αitial concen廿a-
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CHAPTER 8 
ULTRASONIC AND DYNA阻C阿ECHANICALSTUDIES 
OF阿OLECULARAGGREGATION 
8-1 In柱、αjuction
Poly [l-(trimethylsilyl)-l-prop，戸eJ(d組 gnatedas PTMSP) is one of new 
su凶titut凶 polyacetylenes司市th組 zedby Masuda et αL1.2 ) and it has roceived 
much attention as a polymer showing signifiantly high gぉ-p町、m回 b江ity.In 
gener心， mαョ:tpo斗引1ersshowing high gぉ-permeabilityare rubbery around room 
temperatureぉ exemplified訂1poly(dimethyl siloxane) and cis-polyisoprene， and 
their high gas-perm阻 b江均r叩 nbe at出 butedmむnlyto their flexible backbon倍
加 dr侶 ultanthigh free volum侶.Masuda et aL乙:'5)found that PTMSP shows gas-
perm臼 bilityhigh釘 thanthat of the poly(dimethyl siloxane) irr侶Pぽtive of being 
glaay polymers. Takada et aL :'5) and Odani etαい)also foundせ1atthe high gぉ-
perm臼 bili句 ofPTMSPお signifiantlyreduced by physical aging or h臼 t-tr臼 t-
mg. 
Po~羽1er molocula in単位ey民ataare often frozen in a nonequilibrium 
はate，and relax towarせ向山librium抗ate.This phenomena is commonly referred to 
as physiω1 aging. Aging affぽ出 alarge number of properti侶 suchas density， 
m吋ulus.and the rate of enthalpy relaxation.s-10) 
The purpae加 thepraent chapterおtoelucidate the origin of the gas-
perm関 bil均Tof PTMSP and the eff配tof aging or h偲 t-tr聞出19onせ1egas-perme-




PTMSP polymers were polymerized with group 5廿ansitionme凶1chlorides 
(TaCl" and NbCl，，)ぉ catalysts.1.) Polymers勾rnth姐 zedwi出 TaCl"ca凶勾ぽ，
d任豆gnatOOぉ PTMSP-Ta，have molecular weight Mw=8.5XI0ヘwhilepo~相位、S
勾引th回 z吋 wi th NbCl"， d姐 gnated ぉ PTMSP-Nb， have molecular weight 
Mw=3.2XI0へInFig.8-1 is pr侶 entedthe s位、uctur叫 formula.The geometrial struc-
t官邸areunknown. 
Films sp出 menswere prepared by casting toluene and/or hexane solutions 
of bo出 polymers.For PTMSP-Ta polymers， the cast-films were prepar吋 from
toluene and hexane solutions (d白ignat吋 asTa-tol and Ta-hex， r、信Pぽ tively)， 
whereas for PT阿SP-Nbpolymers the cast-films were prepared only from toluene 
(d国 gnat凶笛 Nb-Tol)b配 ausePTMSP-Nb polymers could not be diaolvωm 
hexane. All films were thoroughly driOO under vacuum for廿rreed匂rs.X-r句r
diffraction，2 )匂市出回cmωlanicalpror迎1ies，l.l)and the small angle X-r匂raat-
tering (SAX S) studies indicated廿1atall PTMSP (Ta-tol， Ta-hex， and Nb-Tol) 
films show凶 anamorphous nature. 
Dynar厄cm配hanialprop釘世田 weredet町、m主100wi廿1Rheovibron Mcdel 
DDV -IIc (Toyo Badlwin Co叫 Ltd.).Measurements were carried out at 110Hz between 
r∞m temperature and 2000 C. Ultrasonic attenuation and velα:ity were m臼 sured
from r∞m temperature to ca. 1000 C. 
-tc c~ I In 
5'1 (CH3)3 
Fig.8-1 S廿uctumLformuLa of PoLy [1-柱、加はhyLsiLy L-1一夜、opyne]
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The per、meabilitycoefficients P were measurOO using a K -315-N gas-
permeability apparatus (RikぉeikiCo.， J apan)句uippErlwi廿1a MKS Bara廿on
detぽ tor.P was determ主100as follows: The reservoirお separat吋 bya film， or 
membrane (ci工clefilm with 4 cm diameter). The downs位、eamside of廿1efilm is 
evacuated to a con抗出tpr任sure(0.1 mm Hg)， and the u阿廿閃mside is providω 
with a gぉ-permeate at abou t 1 atm. The pr任surein the downs位、eamside ， p， is 
recorせedas a function of丘me，and the rate of incr臼se 加 pr任~ure， dp/d丸山 the
steady一試ate(where Fick's law holds) giv包 aperm臼 tioncoefficient P. The perme-
ation coefficient P is defined as cm3 at s.t.p. which paa回 persecond through 1 




Table 8-1 lists the permeab出町 coefficientsof three PT阿SPfilms to 
oxygen and nitrogen at room temperature. The gぉ-permeabili匂 coefficients of 
Ta-tol and Nb-tol films were reducOO wi出 aging，on the con口、aγ，that of Ta-hex 
film was almat independent of aging. Thisお aa回 atedwith the r笛 ultthat Ta-
hex showOO a low perm飽 b出tycoefficient even forぉ -castfilms. 




Ta-tol Ta-hex Nb-tol 




1.86 1 .ω 5.50 2.08 
1.01 0.85 3.73 0.69 
0.9478 0.949" 0.92ω 0.9279 
)ー I n川 sof .f〈(ST P)cm X107 
cm<-sec cm Hg 
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hedt-tr白 tmentt晦. : 100・c
o t刷 t-tredtmentt 1舵: 0 hr 











The densi匂rwas m臼 suredusing a flotation method. The r笛ultsare also 
higher list伺白 Table8-1. For記1k血dsof filrns， the density of aged filrns was 
than廿1atof as-cast on缶.
8-3-3 V:iaoelastic and Ul柱、asonicProper七倍





forぉ-castand aged Ta -tol filrns. 
The storage mαjulus E' for boせ1filrnsお alm侶 tindependent of temperature， and 
廿1e1缶詰 modulusE" and the 1積回ngent凶nδ(=E" / E') monotonously d町、回ses
with担ぽ臼singtemperature. Thお白diat侶出atthere are no dispersions ovぽ the
ence of the命弓1amiC吋aoelasticcoefficients 
entire temperature range. Inciden切且y，廿1egl缶詰柱、ansitiontemperature of廿1e
2∞ 






It should noted here出atthere are little difference血 E'of the as-ast 
of the ag凶 filrnswぉE" or tanδ and that of廿1eaged filrns; on the other hand， 
signifi叩 ntlylower廿1anthat of as-cast on回 ovぽ thetemperature range. 
In Fig.8-3 are shown the effぽtof the heat-treatment (at 100" C for 15 hr司
令市出回c h回 t-吐1eof independent alm侶 twas E' propertles. m配hanicalon 
d郎、問sedover E" or凶nδ位、eatment;however， the heat-廿eatmentlower、edthe 
the entire temperature range. The effa丈 ofheat-廿eatmentwぉ quitesim斗訂 to















that of physial aging. 
at 500， 1000，釘1d150υC plotted against the 
heat-位、eatmenttime are shown血 Fig.8-4.As国 obviousfrom the fi思rres，E" and 
凶nδ
The valu白 ofE'， Eぺandtan 8 
da:reases with inぽ easingheat-位、関tmentpぽt必 butE' is cons回nt.From 
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日g.8-2Effect ofαging 0η dy円αnicm配hαηical段。pertiesfor PTMSP-T，αfi初回
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-81 l1H==9.0 kcal/mol 
-9 
the reduction rate of E" which is determ担吋 fromthe江lItialslope，仕1eap伊 rent
acti vation en出alpyd.H an be estimated using following equation. -102 
k=Aexp( d.HjRT) (8-1) 
where kおthereduction rate， T the heat-treatment temperature in 0 K， R廿1egぉ
cons凶nt.and A the p姐 tiveconはant.Simila工匂， the reduction rate 釦 aging 
prαご任S 句 nbe obtained. Aging experiments were conduct凶 at room tempぽ ature，
which var吐剖 from100 to 300 C. In Fig.8-5， the natural logarithm of kお plo抗吋
against 1jT. Consider the fluctuation of temp位、ature，three lines were drawn: the 
two doted lin侶 denotethe upper、andlower limit lines and廿1esolid line denotes 
an av町、ag凶弘前 oftwo doted lin白.The slope gave the enthalpy 0" H = 9.0 
kcaljmole. The erでorin d.H笛timatedfrom配 attぽ inthe points was at m侶 t:t 2 





町g.8-5Arrhenius pLot of PTMSP-Ta fi加出仰はfromtoLuene ooLutわ凡
Fig.8-6 shows the temp位、aturedependence of the attenuation coefficient 
and vel回 tyfor Ta-tol filrns having different aging tim白.The attenuation of部一
泊 st(3 d匂rsag吋)Ta-tol films was low and alm侶 t加dependentof temperature， 
whereas the attenuation of aged films w出 highand rapidly increas凶 above500 C. 
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Fig.8-7 TeTηpemture， dependence， of the uL廿ロεuni.cvel必 ityαηdα枕enuatわれ α沼'f-
fi.cie円tfor PTMSP fiLmsωst fromωLuene with vαrわushea.tーケeatr間的協1ES.




Fig.8-6 Ter:叩ぽ、atured印endence，ofthe， uL'官官邸ni.cve1aity and a~坑:enuation ∞ef­
fi.cieれtfor PTMSP fiLmsω:st from toLuene， withひぽむusaging t加tes.
廿1etemperature Fig.8-8 shows 2) PTMSP-Nb fi初出制:stfromωLuene. 
for toluene cast films of PTMSP polymeriz剖 byNb-based 





お smallerthan that for Ta-tol films. Fu此h住市lore，
of廿1eh臼 tー柱、関tedNb-tol filmsおcomparableto that of h回t一位、問t吋 Ta-
137 
tanδ 
The eff配tof heat-廿eatmenton attenuation and vel伺 tywere also inv白一
tigated (see Figs.8-7). As is obvious fromせ1efigur侶， the effぽ tsof heat-口、eat-
ment on the attenuati.on and velocity are quite si.m立訂tothae of aging. 
136 
tol films. In the case of Nb-tol films， rising of回n8 おoaervedabove 1700 C for 
both as-ast and heat-柱、白tedfilms. Thお m勾Tbe 3ffi∞iated with the onset of 
gl3ffi位、出国丘on.The storage m吋ulusE' of Nb-tol films wぉ lower出anけlatof 
Ta-tol but it wぉ叫.80independent of廿leheat-廿eatment，although the figures 
are not pr侶ent凶 here.
In Fig.8-9， the temperature dependence of the attenuation coefficient for 
Ta-tol and Nb-tol films are shown. Asお obviousfrom廿lefigure，廿letemperature 
dependence of the attenuation is quite similar between bo出廿leheat-treated 
films. The velocity of廿leNb-tol was also independent of廿leheat-treatment 
(although the velocity was lower than that of Ta-tol ones). 
0.06 
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Fig.8-8 Tempぽ、aturedependence of tanδfor PTMSP-Ta and PTMSP-Nb filmsα"1St 
from toLuen怠 Fig.8-9 Temperature dependence.of the attenuation∞effむientfor PTMSP-Ta and 
PTMSP-Nb fi~初出 castfrom toLuene. 
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.3) PTMSP-Tαfi加13叩 stfrom hexanιFigs.8-10 and 8-11 show廿1etempera-
ture dependence of凶nδandthe attenuation coefficient for PTI、1SP-Tafilms cast 
from hexane， namely Ta-hex films. For comparison，せ1efig1.江沼includedata of Ta-
tol films. As is obvious from the figur侶， in the case of Ta-hex films， the effぽ tsof 
heat-treatment on tanδandαare quite small: tanδ おlowandα おhigheven
for as-cast films， which valu笛 arecomparable to廿1侶 eof heat-柱、eatmentfilms of 
Ta-tol and Ta-hex. Also for Ta-hex films， E' andせ1eul也、asonicvelocity ofせ1e
Ta-hex films were叫soindependent of廿1eheat-treatment; howevぽ， thae of Ta-
hex films were slightly higher than thae of Ta-tol on回.
PTMSP 
一一丁一ー T T 寸 T 
(コ Ta-tolas-cast 
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a Ta-hex as-cast 
A Ta-hex heat-treated Fig.8一日 Tempemturedependence，of the. attenuatわn∞effむ白川 α for PTMSP-Ta 




The gぉ -perm阻 b出匂， of PTMSP-Ta and -Nb films cast from toluene wぉ
r吋ucedby p同rsi叩 1aging or h臼 t-廿eatment.Corr、匂ondingly，the mechanical 
l缶詰 d師、関sedand the ul位、asonicattenuation increased wi出 agingor h伺 t一
位、eatment.On the other hand， thae of PTMSP-Ta films cast from hexane did not 
signifil叩 ntlychang姐 withaging or heat-廿eatment.In any case， it wぉ found
that PT門SPfilins show主19凶gher(or lower) gas-perm凶bilityexru.bit lower (or 
higher) the 1閣 modulus(or凶n8 ) and higher (or 10¥ver) the ul廿ぉonicattenu-
ation.阿oreov住¥け1estorage mαjulus and廿1eul廿ぉonicvelα:ity were independent 
of physical aging or heat-廿臼tment.
。。 50 100 
TEMPERATURE (・C)
150 200 




百leindependency of E' and velocity wi廿1aging or heat-廿回tment加廿le
Ta-tol and Nb-tol films sugg信回出atthe backbone s廿uctureof polymers do笛 not
change wi出 agingor heat-廿閃tment;in other wo吋s，the backbone s位、uctureお
not r侶ponsiblefor the change血 gas-per、meab江itywi廿1aging or h但 t-廿ea出19.
Thus， the changes in回nδandattenuation can be as2ribed to s位、uctur叫 changes
ass回 atedwi廿1SU凶tituents; that is，廿legas-perm回 b出tymay be dirぽtlyassoci-
ated wi出 amolecular aggregation of su出tituents.
There are many prcc缶詰邸r侶ponsiblefor sound attenuation担 solidmate-
d心sぉ d住町ibedin Chapt町、1.Thae include ¥T"Iao廿lermalaaorp丘on，heat-
conduc丘on，sound配 atteringdue to disl∞a丘onand boundaries， and coupling wi廿l
thermal vibration. PTMSP films did not show a clear yield point on the s廿任)S-
S柱、aincurves，ぉ shownin the previous study;l1) furthermore， itせlOWedno SAX S 
P臼 ks.These results sugg偲tthat PTMSP films were not semicry武叫瓦nesolids 
but glassy ones. Accorせingly，the sound配atteringdue to disl∞ation and bound-
ari邸叩nbe ruled out. The ¥T"Iaothermal and heat -conduction prぽ任;ses(¥T"Iaous 
effぽ也)must r記se凶n8. Consequently， the exc任3sattenuation of aged or heat-
treated films would be aused by廿le白teractionof sound waves wi廿1thermal 
motion12>; namely， vibrational motion of su胎tituents.
The following were considぽ edfrom above diocUffiIon. The su国tituents(印.
廿担le廿zylsi斗r1group) aggregate heterogeneously during casばngprぽ任追 and廿le
heterogeneous s柱、uctureis frozen. When the heterogeneous aggregationおrel回 S吋
by thermal motion， the su凶仕切entswill be mobile enough. As a result， the attenu-
ation beごome:ョhigh.Also，廿leheterogeneous molocular aggregation would raise the 
free energy (or 10wぽ theen柱、opy)of the polym住吉;廿lUS，it operate:ョ asa 1缶詰
component (or enぽgyaaorbぽ )wi廿1r回Pぽ tto廿lem配hanicalexcitation. Conse-
quently，凶nδ isr剖ucedby廿lerelease of energy for廿lemolocular aggregation 
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(or relaxation of the heterogeneous s廿ucture).The en官邸，around 9.0 kcaljmoleお
likely to the above s廿ucturalrelaxation. 
8-5 Summary 
It can be concluded that the high permeability of PTMSP filmsおa坑ain吋
by which gas molocule:ョpermeatethrough sparちelysites aused by the heterogene-
ous aggr、egationof su凶tituents.The relaxation of heterogeneous s位、ucturetowarせ
せlehomogeneous oneぽ記ぽ'Sd山古19physical aging or heat-廿ea出19;therefore，廿le
disappearance of the sparne parts 1eads to the r吋uctionin the gぉ-permeability.
Also， the reduction in density with aging or h臼t-tr臼 tingsuppo此 suchs廿uctur-
al relaxation. 
Ta-hex films showoo a low gas-permeability， low tan o， and high ul口、おon-
ic attenuaばoneven for as-ast films. Hexane m勾Tcause PTMSP po~市lers to form 
a different geome廿icmicro-s廿ucturewhich allows the molocular aggregation of 
su凶tituentsnot to develop. 
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The molecular aggregation in liquid-cryst心linepo~ymers is particulorly 
unique: liquid crystalline stateヨdiffersfrolTl isotropic liquid s凶tesshowing n 0 
long range orせerand from crystal s回t缶 sowingcubic long range 0吋er.Liquid-
cryst叫linepoL戸 町 ち haveoptical anisotropy due to long range orientational 
o吋er.Thus， the Inoleごularaggr'egation in the liq uid-じrys凶llinepolymぽち出 of
very inter出土 particular ly f or bettぽ understandingof the aggregati on s'tates in 
polymers. 
In the past docade， n umerous studi白』 九)have shown廿1atm信 tcellulae 
derivativ侶 formchol邸 terjcliquid crystalline phaseョinsolution or in the bulk. 
1n p:1rticular， l.yciroxypropy1-cellulae (designat剖 asHPC) hぉ beenwidely 
studied b配 ausemesophases can be回silyform吋 IJ1boけ1water and cornmon org8nic 
3. CHAPTER 9 
4. 
U L TRASONIC STUDIES OF阿OLECULARAGGREGATION 





sol vents:1 i ) 
The cho1巴terics廿uctureconsist:s of rotating layers of the rcd-like mole-
culest~. ~ ')and出 characterizedby the presence of a helical twi._st of uniform p以オ1.
If the d101回tericmater'ials have a chol部tericpitch cornparab1e to the wavelength 
of visible iight， ilお expoctedfrom de Vries theocyl( 1) that the materi.als will show 
the chol回tericcolor which is oue toけleselective refJぽtionof the visible light 
caus吋 bythe uniform dlOl笛 terictwおt凶 structは 'e.
The purpae of this studyおtoexamine the molocular aggregation坑atein 
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the pr∞邸 ofdevelopment andjor colla附 ofchol缶 terics廿uctur田. For廿1e
purpae. the ultrasonic properti白 of廿1eHPC 801u丘onsw町、einv邸 tigatedas a 
function of concen柱、ationduring the 801vent evaporation prぽ任追.Fur廿1ermore，
廿1emolaごularaggregation in the cast films showing various chol笛 tericcolors 
were記.80inv回tigatedusing the ul位、asonicmeasurements. 
9-3 R包 ul也 andD:iau.aion 
9-2 Exper加 ental
9-3-1 Change in Mol配ularAggrモgation聞社1Solvent Evaporation 
Fig.9-2 shOW8仕1evariations of廿1eul柱、asonicvelαityand intensity wi仕I
concen柱、ationsfor HPC-eせ1ano1801utions.The propagation intensity of出eul位、a-
80niC wave dramati叩 llydrOp:3 at a. 50 wt% and reaches a minimum at a. 75 wt弘
The ul柱、asonicvelαity，on the other hand，坑artsfall担gat a. 65 wt見出dthen 
reach白 aminimum at a. 85 wt%. COIT白pondingly，iridff:Cent colors bas凶 on仕1e
chol白 tericpitches were oaerved in廿1econcentration range between 70 and 85 
wt弘Thus，8uch anomalous d町 eas白血 vel岡町 and釦tensitywill be as2ribed to 
廿1ephase位、百四tionfrom iso口、opicto江quid住 γ誌記瓦nephぉes.
Hydroxypropyl-cellul侶 eused in this stu匂ris a comm位、cialpot相官， HPC-
SL pr吋 ucedby Toyo Sooa Co. Ltd. The 8也、ucturalformulaお出ownin Fig.9-1. 
Aaording to Horio etαLll〉，仕1eweight aver、agemolaular weight Mω お 164300，廿1e
numb町、av位、agemol配ularweight Mn 41600， the degree of molar 8U凶tituentMSお
3.5， and廿1edegree of su凶tituentDS 2.3. HPC 801utions of 20 wt% were f凶 t
prepar吋 usingvarious 801vents (distilled water， ethyl alcohol， acetic acid， and 
dioxane). Ul位、おonicvelccity and intensity (COIT侶pondingto inverse of attenua-
tion) were measur吋 during801vent evaporation; that is， as a function of the 
concen位、ationfrom 20 to 100 wt丸山口、asonicmeasurements w町ealso ca白'iedout 
on廿1eHPC films prepared by casting from water and these organic 801vents. 
Details of廿1eexper古nen凶1conditions for preparing廿1ecast films 8how主19v訂-














n Fig.9-2 Vαrねtioηofthe， uLtraroηむ velωityand propagatわn iηteηmtyωith 
∞ncenケntiρnfor HPC -ethanoL soLutわns.
R : H or -[CHZ-CH((別3)ーO-]ni
(m ~ 1) 
Fig.9-1 SかucturaLformuLa of Hy企'OxypropyL-σeLLuLose. (HPC). 
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It has bぽ nalr、ea匂1well known廿latfor thermo位、opicliquidαγstalline 
materials. such an anomalous change in both velocity and attenuation was ob- -ーJ F 
J 
P -The (n ematic-iso廿OplC廿ansition).temperature tran.81bon phase ne.e紅、served 
ー一ー←一一一一一一一←一一anomalous changeお refer、redas Landau -Khalatnikov relaxation. 1;: I ~け It is of 




u acetic ac;d 501n. 
⑮ ethy1 a1coho1 501n. ・dioxane501n. 
， ， 
acet1c ac1d 501n. 
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ethy1 alcoho1 501n. 
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The concen廿ationdependence of ul柱、おonicproperゼafor HPC solutions of 
other solvents w位、ealso inv侶 tigat吋 andthe r回ultsare出ownin Figs.9-3 and 
aQueous 501n. 
9 -4. The solid bars in廿1侶 efigures indiate the concen廿ationrange in which恒一
As is evident from the figura， the d任問ntcolors appeared in HPC solution. 
anomalous d師、切sesin the velα:ity and intensity cccurs in廿1econcentration 100 80 60 40 20 。
range wh位、e 凶d佳~entcolors appeared in記1仕1esolutions;廿10th在、wo吋S，the de-
creas侶 anbe liロ吐bedto廿1ephase廿出国forma丘onfrom iso位、opicto liquid-
ぽγ抗心且nephases. The cri丘calconcentration for the phase廿百四tionwas却
o吋erof acetic acid， ethanol， dioxane. and water. In the case of HPC -dioxane， two 
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drop:3白 theul也、おonicvelα:ity and intensity are oaerved. T凶ssugg信 tsthat 
different句rp侶 ofphase廿ansitionoccur in the dioxane solutions. 
9-3-2 Ul廿asonicand阿佐hanicalProper世田 ofHPC F'ilnE 
P陀凶rotiρInsof ChoLe坑erwCoLored Fi1ms. 
HPC films were prepared by casting from water， e廿1anol， acetic acid， and 
dioxane solution. The co1ored films could be ob凶担吋山由efollow白gpr∞凶ur巴.
Step 1: polym住吉 W位、e叫lowedto d:ifio1 ve (ca.30 wt先)for at 1east two weeks. 
Step 2: the solutions wぉ pour凶 onapan wi廿1f1at Tef10n surface， and solvent w部
副low剖 toevaporate担 thenormallaboratory env主、onment. Step 3: when出 des-
cent co1ors appear凶白 thesolution， the pan was wrapt up in a s副主1ef.斗min
o吋erto rema白血廿1e出司sotropicconcen廿ationrange 10ng enough to achieve a 
high degree of 0吋er.Step 4: when an irid任問ntco1or appeared加 thewho1e of出e
solution， one took off廿1esaline film and allowed the solution to evaporate up to 
ca. 80 to 85 wt% at a fixed temperature between the glass transition temperature 
of HPC (ca. 250 C)旧〉出ldthe free出 19PO白tof the sol vent. Step 5:せ1eco1orEd films 
can be ob凶印edby heating the concen廿atEdsolution. The films thus preparEd had 
various cho1宙 tericco1ors depending on the heat-柱、eatingconditions. Step 6: the 
cast-films were dried thoroughly under vacuum for at 1east few weeks and then 
kept in a dry atm侶phぽ e.
In廿1ease of HPC-acetic acid solutions， a cho1侶 t住iccolor appeared at 
high町 concen廿ations(60-80先);thus， steP3 3 and 4 were unnaコ任3Seiry.A co1ored 
film could be ob凶泊吋 onlyby heating the corr侶pondingco1ored solution at 1200 C 
for 2 min (step 5). 
HPC-e廿lano1solutions was given by allowing to evaporate slowly up to a. 
85先ina refrig町、ator(at a.アC)(step 4). The various co1or吋 filmscould be pre-
pared by heating the concen位、atedsolution at 1200 C for various times (step 5). For 
examp1e， vio1et films could be ob国主1凶 byheating for 10 min， gr、eenon回 for12 
m却， andr凶 on侶 for15 min. Thお markEdvariation is indiative of出町mo位、opic
liquid -crys回且主1echaracteristi仁S.17-21.)Also for HPC-dioxane， r叫 yellow，gr、een，
and vio1et films can be obtained山口1esame manner. Here， evap位、ationtempera-
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ture was slightly higher than the free出 19temperature of dioxane (11.80C) (step 4). 
HPC-water solutions showed irid~ent co1ors at 10wer α吐ticalconcen位、a-
tions (50-70%). In廿ris叩 se，it wぉ verydifficult to evaporate without collaP3ing 
of cho1部tericstructureョforthe sake of high mo1ocular mobility at 10w concen位、a-
tion. Aao吋血glぶ co1or吋 filmsshowing relatively 10nger wavelength (namely， 
r叫 yellow，and green) could be harせ斗Tobtain叫 butb1ue and vio1et films could 
be ob国主1edby repetition of heating at 1200 C for 10 min (step 5). 
UV -visib1e spぽtrophotometricmeasurements for HPC cast fiJr回 were
performed at room tempぽatureusing a Jaao UVIDEC-l Doub1e-Beam Sp伎町、opho-
tometer. The wave1en詐hrange us吋釦社団武udywぉ from310 to 760 nm. 
The transmittance of HPC films cast from ethano1， acetic acid， and dioxane 
おp10坑剖against出ewaveleng出血 Figs.9-5.9-6， and 9-7， r笛Pぽtively.The ap-
tion血廿1efigt江、回indicatesthe visib1e co1or oaerved at normal ang1e to the film 
surface. Open circle denotesせ1enorm記izedtransmi坑anceand cla吋 d民 1e廿1e
net tr町田mi坑ancesub柱、actedthe background (solid lin侶).Here， it was assum凶
廿1atthe transmittance-of the background wぉ givenby a Lorentz function. This is 
p1ausible b配ausethe transmittance cu工V缶 ofco1or1缶詰filmsprepar吋 bycompres-
sion molding21.) can be d住町ib吋 bya Lorentz func丘on(see Fig.9-8). 
As is shown in Figs.9-5， 9-6， and 9-7， the wavelength of UV aaorption is 
in good agr、eementwith the wave1ength of visib1e co1or. This indicates that廿1e
co1ors of the films are due to廿1ese10ctive refloction of visib1e light caus凶 bythe 
cho1侶 tぽ'Ic0吋飢
Effect of Pitch 0η ULtmroηw Properties. 
Ul柱、出onicvelcxity and attenua丘oncoefficient were m回suredas a func-
tion of temperature (from r∞m temperature to 800 C) for the HPC films having 
V訂 iouscho1侶tericco10rs. The velα均 Tand attenuation coefficient were m伺 surEd
白 thedirぽ丘onsof both parallel and perpendiα.uar to廿1efilm surface. The 






















HPC Film cast from ethyl alcohol 
400 600 800 
wavelength (nm) 
Fig.9-5 UV -tronsmi:坑ance.ofHPC∞:st from ethy L aLcめ)hoLThe∞ptions indicate， a 
UおibLecowrs at normaL angLe， tothe， fi7m sぽ'face.Open己主ロ'Ledeno臼sthe， normaL-
izedむunsmi:抗ance， c Losed cirで~Le th怠れほな'O.nsmi抗anc色 andooLid Line. the，以JCk-
ground intensity given by a Lorentz functio;九
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200 400 600 800 
wavelength ( nm ) 
Fig.9-6 UV一柱、ansmittanceof HPC∞:st from acet巴 ω'iaThe αJ.ptions indicate a 
ひおibLe∞Iwrsat normaL angLe to the， fi1m surface. Open cirで'Ledeno旬sth怠 n既刊aL-
izedなunsmi'抗ance， cLosed circLe， the，れ.et柱、ansml:坑ance.and ooLid Line廿児以JCk一



















HPC Film cast from Dioxane 
200 400 600 800 
wavelength (nm) 
Fig.9-7 UV-廿ロ門別批ぽLCe.ofHPCωst from dねaa汽e.行le.captわnsiηdiαJ.tea 
UおめIe∞wrsat normaL aれgIeto the fi加1surface. OpeれcirでIe.denotes the. normaL-
ized甘口九smi抗anc凸 cLo田dcなでLetheηet廿なれgηitねnce， αηdsoLid Line， th.e，加ck-














wavelength ( nm ) 
Lorentz fn. 
half width : 90 nm 
入max: 250 nm 
600 800 
Fig.9-8 UV柱、Gηsmi'坑ance.of∞'LorIessfi7ms preiぴr必 by∞mpr、essionmoLding. Opeれ
cirロ'Ied.enotes th.e normaLizedむな.nsmi坑anceand th.e. soLid Line. th.e best fit to the 
Lorentz curue. 
For the colored (n訓 ely，yellow， green， and violet) films句 stfrom acetic 
acicL the temperatl江、edependence of ul柱、おonicvelocitia in the dirぽtionsof 
perpendicular and pa工叫lelto 廿1efilms surface are shown in Figs.9-9 and 9-10， 
r部pectively.80廿1vel矧七i侶 d師、切seヨmonotonouslywith increasing temperature， 
reflぽ丘ng"softening" of the mat位、ials.The ul位、asonicvelαiti侶 W町、ein orせerof 
blue， green， and red films担 theentire temperature range;出atis， the vel回 ty
incr臼 S吋 wi廿ld師、easingthe chol侶tericpiぱ 1.Thぉindiatathat the d師、easein 




HPC F11m cast from 
















80 60 40 20 
Arrows denote the Fig.9-11 Schematむ re:医‘esen加tぬnof choLe武官ics:柱、ucture.
d柱、ectionsof uL~廿asoれむ waυes.
{・c) 
Fig.9-9 Tempemture， dependence， of the， uLかasonicveLccity in the， dir包 tionof 
perpendicu1.ar to fiLm surface， for HPC fiLms cast from acetic acid ooLutions. 
Temperature 
The velocity in the perpendicular dirぽtionwas higher廿1an出atin廿1e
p位、alleld:irぽtionfor心l吐1ecolored films. As demonstrated by Samuels，ど2 ) the 
poLY相官 molecul侶 ofHPC films align preferentially in the plane of the film， and 
HPC shows a planner、chol侶 tericarrangement in the solid state. Thus， the ultra-
1 一一一一一一一


















SOrllC wav白血theperpendicular dirぽ丘onto the film surface propagate by inter-
1匂Tersinteraction， whereas that in the paralle1 to出ef斗msurface propagate by 
both planner訂正町一moleコular(inter-r吋s)and inter-domains interactions (see 
Fig.9-11). The interactions of int町一lay官sand inter-rods would be more intensive 
as compar凶 withinteraction between chol侶tericdomains; therefore， the ul廿ason-




Fig.9-10 Temperature dependence， of the， uLなロεmむ veIωityiπ the， dケぽtわれ of
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Temperature (・C)
20 80 60 40 20 
Fig.9-13 Temperature dependence of the， uL廿usoれicα此enuatわれ仇 the，direction of 
paraLLeL to the， fil.m.sぬstfromωeticαcidsoLutむm
(・C) 
Fig.9-12 Terηperature. dependence， of the. uL甘口so口ica此飢uatわ口伎氾fficieηtiπ the 
directわηofperpeηdむuLarto the， fi加13叩 stfrom acetic soLutわη&
Temperature 
chol侶tぼ吐cpitch b配arnelong町、:for yellow films the temp位、aturewas ca. 400 ， for 
green ones ca. 550， and for violet ones ca. 650C. Also， the attenuation m the planner 
dirぽtionis sufficiently higher than that部出eperpendicular dirぽ厄on.The high 
atten uation m pl釘1nerdirぽ仕onr偲ultfrom a contribution of the 10沼emterac-
tion between cho1esteric domains to the prぽ任追of sound transmi王国on.
In Fig.9-12， the attenuation coefficient m the perpendicular dirぽtionare 
p10tted against temperature for the HPC films cast from acetic acid solution. The 
attenuation m the perpendicular dirぽtionwぉ alm侶 t白dependentof chol回teric
colors (or pitc.h白)and temperature. On廿1eother hand， the attenuation in the 
The dependence of chol白tericpi凶 1on the ul廿asonicpropertieョforHPC-
acetic acid films wぉ similar匂 seenfor color吋 filmsprepar、倒 bycasting from 
159 
ethanol and dioxane. 
planner、dirぽばondepends dras丘c記斗， on chol缶tericpitcheョandon temperature 
(see Fig.9-13). Al廿lOughthe attenua丘onwas alm侶 t∞n民自ltat 10wer tempera-
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Temp. (0 C) 
Fig.9-14 Temperature. depeηdence.of Ioss臼ηδforHPC films cast from acetic acid 
solutions. 
The dynamic mechanical properties were m回sur吋 witha Rheo-vibron 
Model DDV -Ic. The 1使お凶ngentmeasured at 110 Hz for HPC films cast from acetic 
acid are plotted against temperature in Fig.9-14. The broad maximum of 1<1:話
回ngentat about 250 Cおindicative of the glaa 柱、ansition.16.21)The drastic白-
creas白 at higher、 temp町、atur缶詰 relatErl to the increase 白 molau1ar
mobility.21.22) 
9-4 Summary 
The molaular aggrega仕on坑ateof Hydroxypropy l-cellulae solution 
dur血gevaporation wぉ examinErlusing ul位、asonicmeasurements. The dro{:沼恒
ultrぉonicvelocity and the ultrasonic泊tensitywere 0ヒBervOOaround a住'Itical
concen位、ationat which the chol侶 tericcolors appeared. The αitical concen廿ation
160 
Vぼ吐臼jwith solvents and wぉ訂10吋位、 ofacetic acid， ethy 1 alcohol， dioxane， and 
water.ltお ofvery inter侶t廿1atthe Landau -Khalatnikov匂ゃeof phase廿訂lSI-
tion was found to be oaerv吋白lyo也、opicHPC mater吐a1s.
For chol笛 tericcolor剖 HPCfilms， the velα:ity and attenuation白山eboth 
planner、andnormal dirぽtionto the film surface were measurErl. The ul位、asonic
vel矧匂Tand attenuation depended largely on廿1echol侶 tericpi民h.問oreover，廿1e
aniso廿opywas found担廿1eul廿asonicpropぽties:廿1eul柱、asonicvelα:ity was 
higher加せ1enormal dirぽtionto the film spぬmenthan in the planner dirぽtion.
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Chapter 6 
5. Analysis of S柱、任追-Straill Curve of Polye廿zyleneFil.rns by 
Tαja -Lattice M吋e1.
U1trぉonicVe10city and Attenuation of PO斗引lericSolids 
Under Os:illatory Deformation: Apparatus and Preliminary Results. 
Polym. Eng. Sci.， 29， 1124 (1989) 
2. Evaluation of Dynamic Density by Simu1taneous Measurement of 
U1廿ぉonicVe10city and E1astic M吋ulus
Under Os:illatory Deformation. 
Polym. Eng. Sci.， 29， 1131 (1989) 
Chapt位、4
3. U1trasonic Velocity and Attenuation of Polymeric Solids 
Under Os:illatory Deformation. 2. High Density-and Linear Low Density-
Polyethy1ene and Th位 B1ends.
Po~引1. Eng. Sci叶廿1pr任主ヨ.
Chapter 5 
4. U1trぉ onicVe10city and Attenuation of Polymeric Solids 
Under Os:illatory Deformation. 3. Drawn Films of High Density-





6. A Nove1 Mahanial Disper当onand Mo1aコularOrdering白









ul口、asonic8tudies on Mo1配 ularAggregation of Hydroxypropy 1-cellulae 
in the Prcc任おof801 vent Evaporation. 
to be subrru tted. 
Mo1aごularAggregation and U1柱、asonicProperties of Hydroxypropy 1-
cellulae Films. 
to be subrrutted. 
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